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IPPS-A Release II fielding now complete at the
Pennsylvania National Guard, more states to follow!

Adjutant General School
Welcomes New Commandant
By Alexandra Shea
The U.S. Army Adjutant General School
welcomed COL Marcus A. Motley as the 34th
Commandant of the Adjutant General School,
Chief of the Adjutant General Corps and Chief of
Army Bands during a small change of command
ceremony held at the Soldiers Support Institute
auditorium June 23.

From left: COL Michael McTigue, former Adjutant General School
commandant, COL Steven Aiten, Soldier Support Institute commander, and
COL Marcus Motley, AG school commandant prepare to pass the virtual
guidon during a change of command ceremony 23 June 2020 in the SSI
Auditorium. Photo by Robert Timmons

The ceremony was attended by immediate
Family members and support staff to encourage
social distancing. The ceremony was live
streamed for extended Family members, staff
and students to watch to help halt the spread of
the COVID-19 virus.

The school’s Command Sergeant Major Robert
H. Atkinson Jr., presented the regimental
“colors” typically passed from the outgoing to
incoming commandants to represent the official
passing and acceptance of duties. To maintain health and safety guidelines, CSM Atkinson safeguarded the
colors throughout the ceremony.
“The traditional passing of the colors will be recognized in the absence of the physical transfer of the colors,”
the ceremony’s narrator said.
As COL Michael T. McTigue recognized Atkinson and the colors, he relinquished his roles and responsibilities
to COL Motley. As both took their seats, the commander of the Soldier Support Institute, COL Stephen K.
Aiton took the podium to give his remarks.
“Our commandants are charged with change and not just driving it, making it lasting. Change has never been
so important than in the last two years in the AG Corps,” COL Aiton said. “COL Mike McTigue has been
exactly the right leader to make change happen. He leaves behind a wealth of talent that will serve COL
Motely well.”
As COL Aiton concluded his remarks, he thanked COL McTigue for his hard work and dedication to the
school and his Family for their support during his time as commandant.
Next to take the podium was COL McTigue to give his farewell remarks to the school and AG Corps he has
served since July 2018. “Soldiers and [Army] Civilians of the Adjutant General School. Your support of our
efforts over the past few years have allowed us to move forward on numerous efforts under the sustainment
umbrella, we are better united, so thank you.” COL McTigue also thanked the mentorship, leadership and
friendship freely given to him the past two years by his various leadership and staff. He explained how his
roles were more demanding of him than previously thought and ex-pressed his gratitude for the support
he received while performing in his roles and responsibilities. “The people in this school rose to whatever
challenges we faced and we overcame it together,” COL McTigue said. “The Corps got stronger all while
graduating the thousands of professionals that transited our courses. I thank our organization for what they do
every day to accomplish the diverse missions we are assigned. You are true professionals.”

Last to take the podium was COL Motley who gave his first official address as the 34thCommandant of the
AG school. “I’m tremendously humbled at this opportunity,” COL Motley said. “I look forward to what’s
ahead. Let’s get after it. Defend and serve!”
As the ceremony came to a close, the Army song was played and the leadership team moved outside where
masks were donned to welcome COL Motley and bid farewell to COL McTigue.
(Previously published in the Fort Jackson Leader , June 2020)
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that we bring you the latest issue

1775 and solicit your comments

of 1775 which features many

and feedback at magazine@agcra.

stories of how AG Corps Soldiers
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adapted and ultimately persevered
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through the countless technical

Carolina. Wow! Most of us probably

and administrative

never thought that we would

encountered with telework, masks
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and social distancing. Like all Army

brought on by COVID-19, but

operations, there are lessons to be

the Army and the AG Corps met

learned and SOPs to rewrite.
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tremendous
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Special thanks to MAJ James
Gerling and AGCCC Class 002-20
for the front cover.
Defend and Serve!

Paul R. Dwigans

Lieutenant Colonel (Retired), U.S. Army
AGCRA VP, Publications
Editor, 1775
magazine@agcra.com

SECTION I
AGCRA
NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT, AGCRA
By COL (Ret) Robert L. Manning,
AGCRA Lifetime Member #96
March along, sing our song, with the Army of the free
Count the brave, count the true, who have fought to victory
We’re the Army and proud of our name
We’re the Army and proudly proclaim
First to fight for the right,
And to build the Nation’s might,
And The Army Goes Rolling Along
Proud of all we have done,
Fighting till the battle’s won,
And the Army Goes Rolling Along.
Then it’s Hi! Hi! Hey!
The Army’s on its way.
Count off the cadence loud and strong
For where e’er we go,
You will always know
That The Army Goes Rolling Along.

M

embers of the AG Corps

of innocent Americans and hundreds of

likely stay with us for some time to come.

Regimental

Association

thousands of people around the world. It is

From the onset of this pandemic to this very

(AGCRA),

Admit it, you

my sincere hope that everyone reading this

moment, AG Soldiers, Civilians, Retirees

were singing along as you read the lyrics

will do everything possible to stay healthy

and family members continue to answer the

above and why not? The Army Song is a

and safe.

call to challenge this pandemic by doing

beautiful song and I believe an excellent

This edition of 1775 is dedicated to AGs

the right things such as social distancing,

song to help us in keeping a positive

everywhere who are finding new ways

wearing proper PPEs and gaining necessary

attitude concerning the world we live in

to continuewith the mission in a world

knowledge about the virus.

today, a world in which we continue to

impacted by a global pandemic. It can

The Army never stops and thusly must

be challenged with COVID-19. These are

be argued that the period marked by

continue to recruit, train, equip and provide

uncertain times to say the least as scientists

COVID-19 will serve as a seminal moment

personnel readiness for the force. From

and other health care experts wrestle to

where life will be measured by the activities

the sandy hills of Fort Jackson where the

quickly find solutions to combatting and

we experienced before, during and after

newest AG Soldiers and leaders are initially

eradicating this pandemic that has already

COVID-19. Indeed, we are experiencing

trained and educated on the ways of the

claimed the lives of tens of thousands

changes to our daily routines that will

Army and the AG Corps to the venerable
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Pentagon where military personnel policies

providing constant HR services and support

.... Proud of all we have done,

continue to be made and all points in

via a physical distancing drive through HR

Fighting till the battle’s won,

between, AGs continue to serve proudly

Metrics Rodeo, well done 1ACB S-1! There

And the Army Goes Rolling Along....

albeit with facial masks and social

are many other examples like this that need

You know, it really is a beautiful song and

distancing. In this issue you will read about

to be shared during this unique period. I

the right song for now. Stay healthy and

how organizations are simultaneously

ask that you post your lessons learned or

safe, and remember, our best days will

meeting mission requirements while

innovative ideas on our AGCRA website.

always be in front of us!

countering COVID-19. You will also read

The AG Corps as it has dating back to 1775

about Zoom, Webex, VPN and digital drop

is faced with yet another major challenge

boxes to name just a few of the tools that

with the likes of COVID-19. However,

are being used by AGs to more effectively

during times of great challenges come new

Rob Manning

telecommute. Innovation and flexibility

ideas to do things better. I am convinced

AG Soldier for Life

allowed the 1 st Air Cavalry Brigade

we will come out of this better than ever

AGCRA Lifetime Member #96

(1ACB) out of Fort Hood to continue

before.

Defend and Serve!

About the AGCRA : The AGCRA continues to explore new ways to reach out to the AG Corps and we are looking
to structure ourselves to become more responsive to you. I encourage each AGCRA member to visit our website and
while you are there update your account information. We welcome any input that will make the AGCRA better.
If you are not a member of the AGCRA, I ask that you join and share this journey with us. If you are a member, then I
thank you for your commitment and ask that you consider becoming a lifetime member. If you are a lifetime member
then I thank you for your ultimate support of the AGCRA. Lastly, I ask each of you to bring just one new member on
board. We need your help to recruit new members for the association.

This historic sign along Kearneysville Pike Near Shepherdstown, West Virginia, is located near the
former home of Horatio Gates.
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The AGCRA welcomes the new
Honorary Officers of the AG Corps.
The primary mission of these special appointees is to perpetuate the history and traditions of the Corps. Each of these special
appointees has remained engaged with the AG Corps and our Soldiers and has led the way in preserving our proud history and
traditions. As we welcome these three in, we also bid farewell to our former Honorary Officers, and salute them for their faithful and
devoted service to the AG Corps.

Incoming Honorees

Outgoing Honorees

Major General (Retired) Richard P. Mustion
Honorary Colonel

Brigadier General (Retired) Earl M. Simms
Honorary Colonel

MG(R) Mustion is a 2018 AG Corps
Hall of Fame inductee. MG(R) Mustion
served as AG School Commandant and
Chief of the Corps; the Commanding
General of SSI; the Adjutant General
of the Army; the Director of Military
Personnel Management; and the
Commanding General of Human
Resources Command.

BG(R) Simms is a 2011 AG Corps
Hall of Fame inductee and 2011
Distinguished Member of the Regiment.
BG(R) Simms served as AG School
Commandant and The Adjutant General
of the Army; commanded Eastern
Sector USMEPCOM; and served as the
Commanding General of the Soldier
Support Institute.

Chief Warrant Officer Five (Retired) David Ratliff
Honorary Warrant Officer

Chief Warrant Officer Five (Retired) Gerald I. Sims
Honorary Warrant Officer

CW5(R) Ratliff is a 2012 AG Corps
Hall of Fame inductee. CW5 (R)
Ratliff ’s Active Duty culminated with
his assignment as the Army Bands
Proponency Officer. In this capacity
CW5(R) Ratliff was directly responsible
for accessions of band Warrant Officers
across all components (RA, USAR, and
ARNG).

CW5(R) Sims is a 2011 Distinguished
Member of the Regiment and a 2013 AG
Corps Hall of Fame inductee. He served
in 4-star HGs HR technical assignments
with FORSCOM as the Chief Readiness
Officer and on the command’s Power
Projection Enhancement Team: served in
a multitude of TOE units; and culminated
his Army career as the second AG Corps
Chief Warrant Officer of the Regiment.

Command Sergeant Major (Retired) Billy Blackmon
Honorary Sergeant Major

Command Sergeant Major (Retired) Freddie Lash
Honorary Sergeant Major

CSM(R) Blackmon is a 2011
Distinguished Member of the Regiment
and a 2015 AG Corps Hall of Fame
inductee. Also, he was inducted in
the Prestigious Sergeant Morales and
Sergeant Audie Murphy Clubs. He
served as the 5th AG Corps Regimental
CSM and 6th U.S. Army Soldier Support
Institute CSM.

CSM(R) Lash is a 2011 Distinguished
Member of the Regiment. CSM(R)
Lash served as the second AG Corps
Regimental CSM and served with
distinction in numerous TOE and
TDA assignments including: CSM, 1st
Personnel Group, Fort Lewis, WA; CSM,
509th PSB, Camp Casey, Korea; CSM,
24th PSB, Fort Stewart, GA. CSM(R)
Lash culminated his Army career as the
Soldier Support Institute CSM.

1775 | Fall 2020
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The AG Corps selects its Hall of Fame
And the Distinguished Members of the Corps Class of 2020
On 18 September 2020, the AG Corps recognized this year’s inductees during the AG Corps Hall of Fame (HOF) & DMOC
Induction Ceremony at Fort Jackson, SC. The HOF and DMOC induction ceremony is one of the marquee events of the AG Corps.
The 2019 AG Corps HOF inductees are:
MG(R)James A.
Ulio
MG (R) Ulio served
as The Adjutant
General (TAG) of
the Army during
World War II. In
his 45-year career,
this first generation
American rose from private to major
general, served in World War I, and
held the position of military aide to
Presidents Hoover and Roosevelt. As
Adjutant General, MG (R) Ulio dealt
with matters relating to women in the
military and segregation within the
force. As TAG, MG (R) Ulio headed the
Army Postal Service. To reduce weight
and space on ships, MG Ulio’s team
developed Victory Mail or V-Mail.
MG Ulio worked with the United States
Post Office and Kodak to develop a
combined one-page letter and envelope.
From June 15, 1942 to April 1, 1945,
more than one billion V-Mails went
between overseas military members
and their Family and friends back in the
United States. One mail sack holding
150,000 V-Mails weighed only 45
pounds compared to the same number
of letters that required 37 sacks and
weighed 2,500 pounds. During his
tenure as TAG, nearly 900,000 casualty
notification telegrams went out under
General Ulio’s name. The telegrams
informed Families that a loved one
died, received wounds, went missing,
or became a prisoner of war. A more
detailed letter from MG Ulio followed,
8

as he insisted that form letters not be
used in the follow up communication.
In retirement, MG (R) Ulio supported
military Families. As vice president of
Food Fair, a grocery chain, he helped
reemploy veterans who worked for the
retailer prior to wartime service. MG
(R) Ulio served on the board of directors
of War Orphans Scholarship, Inc. That
group raised money to help surviving
children of fallen service members pay
for college. MG (R) Ulio entered the
U.S. Army in 1900 as a Private. He
earned his commission in 1904. With an
11th grade education, he graduated from
the Army War College and received five
honorary college doctorate degrees.

BG (R) Sephen R. Smith
Throughout
his
27-years of service,
BG (R) Smith based
his career and life
on values inherent
to the U.S. Army of
honesty, integrity,
selflessness,
excellence,
and
diversity. He dedicated himself to
respecting others and helping them see
the value the Adjutant General Corps
brings to our nation. He dedicated
himself to the welfare of Families
and loved ones; remaining mindful
of the competing challenges and
sacrifices we all face. As the 52nd The
Adjutant General of the Army, BG
(R) Smith shouldered a wide range of
responsibilities. During his time as the
TAG, he oversaw the simplification
of the approval of the Humanitarian
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Service Medal, continued development
and fielding of SIDPERS-3, and fielding
of the Personnel Electronic Records
Management System (PERMS) which
replaced the outdated paper and
microfiche in Officer Records. BG (R)
Smith served as the Director, Enlisted
Personnel
Management
Division
(EPMD) with a staff of approximately
600 military and Army Civilian HR
specialists, and a $628M annual budget.
He believed that we should distribute
the force with compassion and common
sense – recognizing we are moving
people--not “stuff.” In 1998, BG (R)
Smith retired from the Army and served
with the Duke University Health System
for 20 years, where his final position
was Chief, Human Resources Officer.
CW5 (R) Pamela Johnson
CW5 (R) Johnson
is an accomplished
and
successful
customer
and
effects
oriented
Executive Human
Resources
and
Finance Manager,
e d u c a t o r ,
and trainer with over 30-years of
Executive Administrative and Human
Resources Management knowledge
and experience. She has a superb
understanding of how the Army runs and
leveraged that knowledge to take care
of Soldiers, Families and Commanders.
CW5 (R) Johnson served as the first
Chief Learning Innovation Officer at the
Soldier Support Institute, where she was

instrumental in identifying, tracking, and
directing multiple actions to initiate and
sustain the Army Learning Model (ALM)
2015 adaptation across the Institute. Her
efforts led to the Asymmetrical Warfare
Group recognizing the Soldier Support
Institute as one of the best prepared to
take on the Army’s new challenges. In
2011, CW5 (R) Johnson was selected to
serve as the Administrative Executive
Officer for GEN John R. Allen, USMC,
Commander, International Security
Assistance Force in support of a 4-Star
Joint Command and 50 coalition
countries. After a superb performance,
she was sought out to serve as the AXO
to LTG Joe Anderson, XVIII Airborne
Corps//United States Forces-Afghanistan.
Both were tremendous and challenging
undertakings requiring close coordination
between DOD and our coalition forces.
CW5 (R) Johnson possessed the keen
ability to easily recognize the implications
of ISAF/USFOR-A leveldecisions on the
strategic outlook for Afghanistan and our
Coalition.

CW5(R) Coral Jones CW5
(R) Jones is a
transformational
leader who had
the foresight to
know that many of
her contributions
would not be
realized until after
she departed the
Army; driving her to push for enduring
and creative solutions. The list of her
contributions to the AG Corps as a
senior Chief Warrant Officer and the
Chief Warrant Officer of the Corps are
numerous and show her unwavering
dedication to do all that is good for
the AG Corps and the U.S. Army. As
the FORSCOM G-1 Senior Strength
Manager, during the surge in Iraq and
simultaneous buildup of combat brigades
in Afghanistan, CW5 (R) Jones managed
the complex I and III Corps accounts.
Through her creativity and diligence,
she developed and implemented site
visits during predeployment periods
with Brigade Commanders, S-1s and
other key leaders to flush out strength
management obstacles early in the
deployment process. Her actions and
recommendations produced results
that allowed all I and III Corps units
to deploy at 107 percent or higher of

assigned strength. As the Chief Warrant
of the Corps, CW5 (R) Jones was at
the forefront of many initiatives and
activities that moved the AG Corps
forward. Her efforts led to the AG
School earning accreditation as a School
of Excellence from TRADOC. She
was part of the leadership team that
developed the AG Corps Hall of Fame,
Hall of Honor, Regimental Recognition
Program, and Regimental Week. While
serving on the National Executive
Council of the AGCRA, CW5 (R) Jones
championed the AG Corps Print and the
AGCRA Scholarship Fund.

SGM(R) Thomas M. Clark
SGM (R) Clark was
a superb Soldier
and leader whose
extraordinary
commitment
to
duty
directly
improved
Army
personnel readiness
and
materially
contributed to a Nation at war. His
exemplary leadership has inspired all
who have known him. Throughout his
long and distinguished career, he has
defined the parameters for supporting
Commanders and taking care of Soldiers
and their Families. SGM (R) Clark
served as the G-1 SGM for 1st Special
Forces Operational Detachment – Delta.
SGM (R) Clark’s conventional Army
experiences and perspective helped align
the organization with broader Army
processes and procedures. Throughout
his tenure, he recruited, taught, coached,
and mentored multiple AG Soldiers that
would later serve with distinction in the
Special Operations Force Community
and several key Adjutant General
CMF Leadership positons. Serving as
The Adjutant General (TAG) SGM,
he worked diligently to provide the
personnel community with a mobile
automation capability on the battlefield.
To this end, he worked to acquire
roughly $12 million of funding and then
personally demonstrated the capability of
the Combat Service Support Automated
Information System Interface (CAISI)
and the Combat Service Support Very
Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
program to LTG Franklin L. Hagenbeck

(DA G-1); significantly supporting it’s
fielding to the Army. Following his
retirement, SGM (R) Clark continued
his service and commitment to the Army
HR community as the G-1 for the Office
of the Administrative Assistance to the
Secretary of the Army from February
2008 to November 2015. Currently, he
serves as the G-1 and Executive Officer
for the American Battle Monuments
Commission in Paris, France, responsible
for America’s overseas commemorative
cemeteries and memorials. His efforts
ensure that those resting in 26 Cemeteries
in 10 Countries around the world, receive
the final measure of dignity, respect, and
tribute they well deserve.
The 2020 AG Corps DMOCs are:
MG (R) James A. Ulio (HOF Inductee)
BG Robert W. Bennett, Jr.
BG(R) Stephen R. Smith (HOF Inductee)
BG Douglas F. Stitt
BG Twanda E. Young
Ms. Karen M. Perkins
COL Stephen K. Aiton
COL(R) Paul F. Aswell
COL(R) Thomas G. Quinn
COL(R) Tim Robertson
COL(R) Melinda S. Romero
COL John S. Turner
COL(R) Lawrence J. Wark
CW5 Anthony Cavalieri, IV
CW5(R) Billy L. Fritz
CW5 Aaron R. Graff
CW5 Ronnie Haynes
CW5 Elisa M. Robinson
CW4(R) Michael Grinter
CW4(R) Wandy Tumblin
CSM(R) Davina Bobb
SGM Eva M. Commons
CSM Jorge C. Escobedo
SGM(R) Daniel J. Kessinger
SGM Scott D. Lesch
SGM Anthony B. McAdoo
DMOCs provide a historic link with
today’s Army HR Professionals. Through
their individual contributions, these
special appointees perpetuate the history
and traditions of the AG Corps, thereby
enhancing unit morale and esprit. DMOC
selection offers lasting impact in our
Corp’s legacy.
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2019-2020 AG Corps of the Year
Winners
AG Corps Leaders and Friends,
On behalf of the AGS Commandant, CSM Robert H. Atkinson, and CW5 Mark W.
Hickman, please join us in congratulating the AG Corps 2019-2020 Of the Year
Award Winners.
Soldier of the Year: SPC Mallory Mihelich - U.S. Army Special Operations Command
NCO of the Year: SFC Maria Duenas - U.S. Army Human Resources Command
Chief Warrant Officer of the Year: CW3 Rafael FabianDiaz - 7th Infantry Division
Officer of the Year: CPT H. David Hannon - Eastern Sector, MEPS
Civilian of the Year: Ms. Linda Wright - III Corps and Fort Hood, TX
Senior Civilian of the Year: Mr. Jeff Dyer - U.S. Army Human Resources Command
Spouse of the Year: Mr. Eric Gardner - U.S. Army NATO BDE
We will honor these individuals in conjunction with our annual Hall of Fame and Distinguished
Members of the Corps Induction Ceremony on 18 September 2020 at Fort Jackson, SC.
Defend and Serve!
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AGCRA Award Winners
1 Aug 19 – 31 Jul 20

HORATIO GATES GOLD
BG Robert Bennett
COL Douglas Campbell
COL Leslie Darling
COL Erica Ingram
COL Elizabeth Litvin
COL Michael McTigue
COL Evangeline Rosel
COL John Turner (2d)
LTC Jessica Dunn
LTC Richard Strong
MAJ Sophia Estrada
MAJ Ali Mohammed
MAJ Kim Wynn
CW5 Billy Frittz
CW5 Jacque Nixon
CW3 Matthew S. Collins
CW3 Maile Johnson-Sills
CSM Durane Burrowes
CSM Christian Carr
SGM Scott A. Lesch
SGM (Ret) Charlie Hardin
1SG Noemi Conley
MSG Haywood Brevard
MSG Typana Edwards
MSG William Jones
MSG (Ret) Henderson
SFC Julie Laney
SSG Tia Gardner
Mr George Piccirilli
Mr. Kent Shaw

HORATIO GATES BRONZE
MG Eugene LeBoeuf
BG John Aarsen
COL Holly Gay
COL Stephen Smith
COL John L., III Wedges

COL Aaron Wilkes
LTC Daniel Benes
LTC Kimberly Culver
LTC Naomi Johnson
LTC Brandan Robbins
LTC Pedro J. Rosario
MAJ Scotty Boler
MAJ Paris Holman
MAJ BillyJay Mercado
MAJ Sheena Rubin
MAJ Amber Ryder
MAJ MariaSanchez
MAJ Damian Tong
MAJ Jamie Vestal
CPT Daniel Alberts
CPT Hannah Alexander
CPT Matthew Altenberg
CPT Dallas Balaban
CPT Jason Bleuer
CPT Rich Brantley
CPT Natona Davis
CPT Teodoro Feliciano
CPT Patrick Goddeyne
CPT Lauren Hughes-leslie
CPT Theodore M. Kostich Jr.
CPT Tracey D. Lavender
CPT Jordan Marin
CPT Lukas J. Michalowicz
CPT Solomona Nu’usa
CPT Lauren Okada
CPT Ebony Starr
CPTKenya Wicks
CW5 Paulette Haizlip
CW5 Rosemary Masters
CW4 Wandy X. Tumlin
CW3 Rafael Fabian-Diaz
CW3 Johnathan Holsey
CW3 Jose Saldana
CW3 Chendi Sar
CW3 James Tarpley-farmer
CW3 Jonothan Wheelehan
CW2 Vicente Benitez
CW2 Xiomara L. Boley
CW2 Virshelle Dugger
CW2 Shevonda Ester
CW2 Veronica Fitzgerald
CW2 Lakeshia L. Hubbard
CW2 Desmond Porter
CW2 Lashonda Pringle
CW2 Claudia Y. Ramirez
CW2 Eudane Rennix
CW2 Nathalie G. Wolfe
WO1 Antonette Paguirigan
CSM Lorenzo Woodson
SGM Murillo Fabian
SGM Marcus Fisher
SGM Rayon Hughes

SGM Crecencia Jeter
SGM Jermaine Lyon
SGM Nicole Reddick
SGM Aaron T. Iskenderian
SGM (Ret) Prescotte L. Hawkins
1SG Jonathan Antonetti
1SG Natasha Burke
1SG Christopher Rivers
1SG Paul J. Smith
1SG Alexis Sprakties
1SG Bradley Toles
MSG Shakeisha Cheeks
MSG Mia Gillen
MSG Ashleigh Sykes
MSG (R) Donald Bulen
SFC Marion Alvarado
SFC Samantha L. Block
SFC Jeremy Box
SFC Lorena G. Cantero
SFC Melanie Hollingsworth
SFC Sherika Pharr
SFC Dante Steel
SFC Jamie Tobias
SFC Cetura Wheelous
SFC Chyna Williams
SFC Matthew S. Beynon
SSG Anthony C. Hernandez
SSG Roger Lopezortiz
SSG Georgia Soto
SSG Koutney Summers
SGT Sofia Hafen
SGT Eon Nedd
Mr Carla Moss
Mr Darry Sapoff
Ms Maria Phillips

LIFETIME GOLD MEDAL
LTC Randy Lefebvre
CSM Bernadette Phillips

COL. ROBERT L, MANNING
ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL
COL Rebecca Eggers
COL James Hayes
LTC Indera Chandler
LTC William Cross
LTC Adam Grien
LTC Adam Hackel

LTC Vinita E. Hambrick-Brown
LTC Adrienne Prem
LTC Joseph Roszkowski
MAJ Nivia Ayala
MAJ Thomas Bloomer
MAJ William Brown
MAJ Mbukoyo Butler
MAJ Anthony Caristi
MAJ Sophia Estrada
MAJ Michael F. Hanna
MAJ Tanisha Hanson
MAJ Simeamativa Kruse
MAJ Matthew S. McDaniel
MAJ Karen Northey
MAJ Onissa Ortiz
MAJ Lloyd Sterling
MAJ (P) Miranda Craig
CPT Juan M. Almonte
CPT Dallas Balaban
CPT Kurterry Bennamon
CPT Kelly Bennett
CPT Robert Busley
CPT Timothy Chung
CPT Virginia Clark
CPT Stephanie Corder
CPT Matthew S. Curcio
CPT Patrick Davis
CPT Daniel Dragone
CPT Tiffany Enoch
CPT Emory Erickson
CPT Jacquelyn Fether
CPT LaTiya Fisher
CPT Thomas Frain
CPT Terance Gogan
CPT Loren A. Gonzalez
CPT Shelby L. Hall
CPT Matthew S. Hancock
CPT Tyler Hebert
CPT Yan Huang
CPT Mrlanie Johnson
CPT Emily Klusmeyer
CPT Clarissa Lee
CPT Pak Lee
CPT Joshua Loden
CPT Tomika Mackey
CPT Crystal Madden
CPT Jeffrey McArthur
CPT Jarrod McClendon
CPT Brandon McFadden
CPT Sara Miller
CPT Aaron T. Owens
CPT Kenny Padilla-Morales
CPT Chorn Pen
CPT Margarita Quintana
CPT Kevin Regan
CPT Justin Rogers
CPT Miguel A. Rosario-Alicea
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CPT Justin Rudolf
CPT Derek Shelton
CPT Joseph Simmons
CPT Darrin S. Thiriot
CPT Dugan Turnbow
CPT Daniel Vogel
CPT Nina Washington
CPT Gabrielle Wheat
CPT JaTonya Whitaker
CPT Jocelyn White
CPT Charles Wright
CPT Robert Softy
1LT Karissa Aponte
1LT Tamera Cain
1LT Ashley N. Clayton
1LT Jacqueline Cunanan
1LT Chelsea J. Donovan
1LT D’Andrea Eashmond
1LT Katherine Eppley
1LT Jayson Ewert
1LT Victor Frederick
1LT Michael Harris
1LT Summer Huffin
1LT Reanna Klanseck
1LT Christian Lewis
1LT Robert Lockard
1LT Terence Martinez
1LT Dalia Pace
1LT Andreina Reyes-Tome
1LT Camille Ritter
1LT Dayton Tenney
1LT Shirley Tey
1LT Emily Valencia
1LT Michael Witherspoon
1LT Morgan Rennekamp
1LT Luis Sabatini
1LT Sydney Sanders
2LT Lucille Givens
2LT Theresa Hinman
CW4 Olga Elliott
CW4 Monica Petersen-Smith
CW4 Anne Schoenemann
CW3 David L. Matthew
CW3 Trinnette Moore
CW3 Edgardo Pagan
CW3 Nicholas Rimmer
CW3 Ashanti Stewart
CW3 Todd Warrington
CW3 Nathan Weier
CW2 Jodine Avant
CW2 Benteal Currie
CW2 Iesa Everett
CW2 Thomas Fitzgerald
CW2 Nicole Hatcher
CW2 Georgette Hernandez
CW2 Shanette Lawson
CW2 Jessica Mason
CW2 Kha Nguyen
CW2 Donna Pegues
CW2 Julio C. Santamaria
CW2 DaTasha Shenaurlt
CW2 Tiera Stanley
CW2 Keomany Turner
CW2 Richard Vandeway
1SG Nelson Cruz-Bianchi
1SG Michael Garcia
1SG Francisco Huerta
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1SG Ivan Martinez
1SG Veronica Murphy
1SG Kelvin Reynoso
1SG Bradley Toles
1SG Delon Trolii
MSG Diana Anzaldua
MSG Melissa Beatty
MSG Laquita Burgess
MSG Jacqueline D. Cooper
MSG JohnFollett
MSG Bradley Gerrits
MSG Donald Horton
MSG Maurice D. Mitchell
MSG Naruemolta Myers
MSG Eric Quintanar
MSG Mitchell D. Reed
MSG Kira Sharkey
MSG Samantha L. St Louis
MSG Sharon Wolgamott
MSG Danielle Yacopino
MSG Kathy Zabel
MSG Jamaal Black
MSG (Ret) Shaun Pitts
SFC Oluwaseun Akinrolabu
SFC William Aldana
SFC Samuel Allen
SFC Timothy Anderson
SFC Rebecca Banks
SFC Timothy Billups
SFC Ernest Bragg
SFC Jeffrey Brown
SFC Myron J. Brown
SFC Barber Bryant
SFC Kristal Burks
SFC Demetrius Cattle
SFC Kevin Chapman
SFC Kershaw Christopher
SFC James Clark
SFC Bradley Cook
SFC Christopher Cox
SFC Vicente Curiel
SFC Alan Cushman
SFC Ryan Davis
SFC Maria Duenas
SFC William Echevarria
SFC Robert Eichelberger
SFC Tashanna Erby
SFC Susan Faith
SFC Yoisel Fernandez
SFC Despina Fields
SFC Siniva Filo
SFC Sean Fitzgerald
SFC Robert Galloway
SFC Joshua Good
SFC Jameka Goodwin
SFC Joshua Hart
SFC Amanda Higdon
SFC Melissa Holland
SFC Jodie Honstead
SFC Stephanie Imler
SFC Jenae James
SFC Edwin Jaramillo
SFC Daniel Jensen
SFC Wynetra Jones
SFC Michael S. Knight
SFC Guerrero Leon
SFC Dally Lindsay
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SFC Jonathan Madsen
SFC Terence McClellan
SFC Dukes Michael
SFC Kevin Mixon
SFC Joanna Molina
SFC Sophia Murphy
SFC Marc Nicolas
SFC David L. Nimrick
SFC Ronaldo Noguera
SFC Sandra Peasley
SFC Violet Perez
SFC Elisha Powell
SFC Jamie Randall
SFC James Rashleigh
SFC Eric Rivera
SFC Andrea Seig
SFC Jamaal Simpson
SFC Jared Snow
SFC Wendy Spohn
SFC Jonathan Squire
SFC Sara Stachura
SFC Teddy Thelwell
SFC Lydell Thompson
SFC Anthony Toollin
SFC Jose Vazquez
SFC Adrian Washington
SFC Edward White
SFC Jonathan Wiley
SFC Antoinette Crutchfield
SFC (P) Angelica M. Reese
SGM Kenneth Banks
SGM Estela Delgado
SGM Thierno Dia
SGM Christopher Kuti
SGM Marcos Morales
SGM (Ret) Beau Lintner
SGT Ellahimod S. Alexander
SGT Patrick Arriola
SGT Oscar Becerril
SGT DeAnte Brown
SGT Felicia Brown
SGT Ashlan Bujnoch
SGT Lisandra Cardenas
SGT Philip Chase
SGT Tavares Chestang
SGT Bryan Cridell
SGT Laura De La Cerda
SGT Raman K. Dhillon
SGT Tarref Dorsey
SGT Harold Feliciano
SGT William Ford III
SGT Johanna Gamboa
SGT Michael Garcia
SGT Awwal Gbadamosi
SGT Charell Golden
SGT Amanda Gomez
SGT Jonathan Gonzalez Nieves
SGT Manguera Guanuna
SGT Terrell Harper
SGT Zulma Harrison
SGT Christopher Huertas
SGT Mya Johnson
SGT Sierria C. Kenney
SGT Tyler Love
SGT Thaddius Minor
SGT Iddi Nenu
SGT Sauiluma Ngekela

SGT Luis Ortiz
SGT Jed Pagalilauan
SGT Aleccia Palmer
SGT Emmilee Pemberton
SGT Tiffany Perez Mega
SGT Tanisha Revell
SGT Julieannemarie M. Reyes
SGT Malek Riley
SGT Kyle Rocke
SGT Gloria Rodriguez
SGT Jodie Rodriguez Lopez
SGT Alexa Rosario
SGT Kalah Wilson
SGT John Kenney
SGT Jasmine McFarland
CPL Jermael Blunte
CPL Sydney Livingston
CPL Qur’an N’Gaojia
CPL Sandra Ocampo
CPL Gloria Tualaulelie
SPC Nicholas Ancrum
SPC Quadrell B. Brown
SPC Campbell Dove
SPC Amanda Dyer
SPC Jeri Factor
SPC Kenneth Francis
SPC Rocio K. Gomezcarvantes
SPC Juan Granados
SPC Tishawn D. Harrison
SPC Hayley Hoffman
SPC Joanna Hoskins
SPC Darryl G. Jamison Jr.
SPC Marques Johnson
SPC Sherman Kittrell
SPC Deion Lambert
SPC Bryan Lopez
SPC Salvador Lopez
SPC Tanner Maley
SPC Sierra D. Merrell
SPC Stephen O”Neil
SPC Gary Parris
SPC Mayra Peralta
SPC Scott A. Perez
SPC Alexander Pickett
SPC Samuel Rodriguez-Leon
SPC Edward Santos
SPC Derek Smith
SPC Carolina Sosa-Castro
SPC Sharmika Thomas
SPC Conrad Villa
SPC Martin J. Waddell
SPC Travas Williams
SPC Christopher Ruiz-Lopez
SSG Natalie Alcee
SSG Zachary Aldan
SSG Tanya Almodovar
SSG Gloria Ayoade
SSG Jennifer Barfield
SSG Justo Barrera
SSG Kayla Beckman
SSG Takeja Bolton
SSG John R. Budwine III
SSG Phillip Carter
SSG Taneeka Celestine
SSG Raul Colonrivera
SSG William Correa
SSG Vutha Eang

SSG Athena Elliott
SSG Kendrick Fox
SSG Jeffrey Franklin
SSG Emarieli Gomez
SSG Tracy Ann Gregory
SSG Marion Guillen
SSG Herbert Hudson
SSG Brandy Jackosn-Frazier
SSG Anthony Jefferson
SSG Teyvon Jones
SSG Andrea Jorgensen
SSG Joshua Hair
SSG Jevon Joyner
SSG Clayton Kenty
SSG Brittany Kercheval
SSG Kandyce King
SSG Samantha Ko
SSG Kayla L. Lee
SSG Kaylee Lozada
SSG Gabriella Lozano De Salinas
SSG Lee McCoy
SSG Joshua McHam
SSG Nickolas Morgan
SSG Corey M. Nguyen
SSG Lucero Norris
SSG Willa Palmer
SSG Lisa Pickering
SSG James Poterfield
SSG Gadiel Quinones
SSG Adalinda Rendon
SSG Justin Reynolds
SSG Joshua Ricker
SSG William Rogers
SSG Bryan Sanger
SSG Alec Silva
SSG Tara Sorrell
SSG Christian Stalvey
SSG Byron Stewart
SSG Michael Thompson
SSG Daniel Trujillo
SSG Heather Vanwormer
SSG Gary Washington
SSG Paige Whitney
WO1 Larissa Anderson
WO1 Crystal Arens
WO1 Latina Baxter
WO1 Hope Huguenin
WO1 Brett Parran
WO1 Melissa Simon
WO1 Nitassah Ward
WO1 Antonio O. Hicks
PFC Tedd Begay
PFC Joseph Garner
PFC Dimitri J. Johnson
PFC Lazaria Lino
PFC Ayshia Morrow
PFC Ernest Rex
PFC Ashley Rodriguez
PV2 Alexis Aceves
Mr Gary Echlin
Mr Marc Goulet
Mr Hiram Paoli-lthier
Mr David L. Sims
Mrs Shelby L. Teolis
Ms Lekevia Goodwin
Ms Jessica Meekins
Ms Emily Pitts

Ms Rema Reyes
Ms Walkiria Rosendo-Grant
Ms Lashawn Thomas
Ms Donna Thornton

BENJAMIN HARRISON MEDAL
CPT Michael Bigelow
CPT Keith Burkholder
CPT Lisa Bynoe-Rangel
CPT Michael Cavallo
CPT Joshua Gaskill
CPT Patrick Grivetti
CPT Daniel Gurth
CPT Tiffani Miller
CPT Winters
1LT Nicole Zajimovic
2LT Cleone Abrams
2LT Julia Fresne
2LT Erika Gray
2LT Caroline Hubble
2LT Chelsea Lemaire
2LT Garrett Petrik
2LT Tifani Pitts
2LT Jerry Shreve
2LT William Aldana
2LT Thomas Frueling
2LT Lindsey Nickell
CW3 Patrice Featherston
CW3 Amanda Hansen
WO1 Ashley Banks
WO1 Michael Conner
WO1 Jennifer Rosa
SFC Anthony Ezman
SGT Mariah Delsasso
SGT Evelyn Ogden
SSG Gereaal Johnson

THEODORE ROOSEVELT MEDAL
COL Elmore Jones
CPT Andy Angrino
CPT Madison Asprey
CPT Savannah Barreca
CPT Caitlyn Curtin
CPT Wilmarie Flores
CPT Daniel Furth
CPT Lorenzo Gonzalez
CPT Danielle Midkiff
CPT Tiffani Miller
CPT Jennifer Morales-Nieves
CPT Breona Moses
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CPT Rachel Ouellette
CPT David Pressley
CPT Pamela Raftice
CPT Patricia Smith
CPT Bryan Suazo
CPT Elle Taylor
1LT Ashley Hulse
1LT Alexis Liston
1LT BenjaminPobuda
1LT Nicole Zajimovic
1LT D’Andrea Eashmond
2LT Cynthia Banuelos
2LT Anthony Braun
2LT Samantha Buffey
2LT Charles Carwile
2LT Peter Christofanelli
2LT Anthony Dove
2LT Richard Friel
2LT Trevin Lyles
2LT Nicholas Masiello
2LT Lee Weeks
CW3 Edgardo Pagan
WO1 Stephanie A. Ernandez
CSM Jon Williams
SGM Stephen Spohn
SFC William Aldana
SFC Justin P. Austin
SFC Heather Rankin
SGT Kalissa Caesar
SGT Nicholas Gamez
SGT Lucas Paasch
SGT Caterrica Walker
SPC Arnulfo Rosales
SPC Alton Whipple
SSG Vivian DiazGonzalez
SSG Tara Sorrell

HONORARY HORATIO GATES
COL Richard Hoerner
COL Harry Lane
COL James Porter
COL Michael Ripley
COL Theodore White
CSM Kenneth Law
CSM Demita Vital
MG James Jarrard
Ms Maria Phillips
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MG WILLIAM H. GOURLEY
LEADERSHIP AWARD
CPT Michael Bigelow
CPT Michael Cavallo
CPT Jeffrey Collins
CPT Todd Drobina
CPT Bryan Suazo
CPT Justin Wallgren

COL FRANK C. FOSTER, Jr. AWARD
FOR WRITING
CPT Aimee Boylan
CPT Stephanie Corder
CPT Michael Crosen
CPT Lauren Ng
CPT Matthew Ross
1LT Sean Bradley
1LT Gionna Casstelli

MRS. MAUDE-MRS. STRICKLAND
SPOUSE MEDAL
Ms Rachelle Blue
COL Bryce Pringle
CPT Jonathan Sills
Mrs Nancy Rice
Mrs Jennifer (Stephen) Roberts
Ms Lindsey Dumser
Ms Deanna Vogel
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AGCRA Potomac Chapter Hosts
Its Fall Human Resources Professionals Symposium at
Fort Belvoir, Virginia
By MAJ Sheena Rubin,
AGCRA Potomac Chapter Social Committee Chair
Civilians, and Families today and in the
future.
IPPS-A is coming and IPPS-A is Live

AGCRA Potomac Chapter Attendees

The Potomac Chapter of the Adjutant
General’s Corps Regimental Association
(AGCRA) is home to members assigned
all throughout the National Capital
Region (NCR). The chapter held its Fall
Human Resources (HR) Professionals
Symposium 21 November 2019 on
Fort Belvoir. The Military Personnel
Division (MPD), Human Resource
Management Directorate (HRMD),
Office of the Administrative Assistant
(OAA) to the Secretary of the Army
(SA) hosted this event. Over 80 human
resources professionals from the
National Guard, Reserve, and Active
Duty components participated. Briefings
included proposed updates to the senior
noncommissioned officer assignments
process, Army credentialing programs,
Human Resource Certification Institute
(HRCI), the District of Columbia
Chapter of the Society for Human
Resource
Management
(SHRM),
Assignment Interactive Module 2.0
(AIM2) resume tips, and an update
from the Integrated Personnel and Pay
System – Army (IPPS-A) team.

Senior Enlisted Assignment Cycle
This is the Potomac chapter’s third event
and feedback shows there is a strong
desire to keep it going semi-annually.
Our chapter has the unique advantage of
being collocated with the Department of
the Army G-1 where policy is developed
and implemented in efforts to sustain
personnel readiness. We were privileged
to have SGM Wardell Jefferson, Deputy
Chief of Staff G-1 Sergeant Major,
support the symposium as the opening
guest speaker discussing the future
of Senior Noncommissioned Officer
Assignments. The discussion points
were in keeping
with the Chief
of Staff of the
Army’s, (CSA)
message that
people are the
Army’s greatest
asset. As HR
professionals,
our
efforts
impact
the
Soldiers, Army

LTC Boyd Bingham, Branch Chief for
IPPS-A Release 3, addressed the group
on the current and future capabilities
of the Army’s new human resources
and pay program. IPPS-A is currently
fielded to the National Guard in all 50
states with over 350,000 Soldiers and
Civilians in the system. In December
2021 IPPS-A will be the Authoritative
Data Source of Record for the entire
U.S. Army:Active, Guard, and Reserve.
“Over the next year my team is testing
and building IPPS-A to ensurethat
the best product is sent to the HR
community,” said LTC Bingham. He
added, “Together with ourstakeholders,
the IPPS-A Team is transforming
industrial age legacy platforms to a
21st century, data-driven system for
Commanders and HR Professionals
to benefit the individual Soldier and
strengthen the Total Force.”
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Certification and Credentialing
Human Resources Certification
Institute
MSG Schlandria Edwards is currently
on assignment at the Human Resources
Certification Institute (HRCI) in
Alexandria, VA through the Training
with Industries (TWI) program. She
strongly believes it is her responsibility
as the Military Outreach Relations
Officer to inform service members,
despite branch or component about the
benefits of a HR certification from the
Human Resources Certification Institute
(HRCI). As a service member, she
is an integral key to bridge the gap of
military experience and performance
to the private sector. She is honored
to serve in this position, educating
service members on opportunities HR
certifications can provide while serving
and after transition from the military. For
more information email military.twi@
hrci.org or visit www.hrci.org/military.
The Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM )
The District of Columbia Chapter
SHRM was also present to educate
attendees on their organization’s
certification pathways, membership
benefits and upcoming events. The local
DC Chapter of the Society for Human
Resource Management is committed to
providing all professionals in the field
of human resource management a forum
for expanding their knowledge and
talent. Its mission is to provide members
an active community that educates,
supports, and develops leaders through
innovative programs and resources.
The chapter’s vision is to empower the
highest caliber of diverse leaders as the
Capital’s premier HR community. Ms.
Nichole Belyna, D.C. SHRM Chapter
President, has maintained active ties
16

with the Potomac Chapter. If you
have questions on getting a SHRM
certification you may contact Andrew R.
Morton, LTC (retired), Director, SHRM
Veterans and Certification Affairs, at
andrew.morton@shrm.org. You can
follow DC SHRM on Facebook at @
DCSHRM or Linkedin at
@DCSHRM
Army Credentialing
There are institutionally delivered
and self-directed vocational lines of
effort that the Army Credentialing
Opportunities
On-Line
(COOL)
Program conducts research and
analysis of credentials in relation to
military occupational specialties and
additional skill identifiers. These
opportunities increase military technical
expertise, knowledge and critical
thinking capabilities of our Soldiers.
Credentialing assistance can be used by
Active Duty, National Guard, or Reserve
members (Officer, Warrant Officer
or Enlisted) IAW tuition assistance
requirements. Credentialing assistance
is subject to the same funding ceiling as
tuition assistance (TA). A Soldier may
use both, however, the combined use
by any Soldier will not exceed the fiscal
year TA limit of $4,000. For further
details contact MAJ Jenna Russell,
Soldier For Life Education Director, at
jennifer.b.russell4.mil@mail.mil.
Talent Management
Talent management is how the Army
acquires, develops, employs, and retains
its greatest asset, people, to enhance
readiness by maximizing human
potential. The Army Talent Alignment
Process (ATAP) is a decentralized,
regulated, market style hiring system
that aligns Officers with jobs based on
preferences of the Officer and hiring
Unit. MAJ Greg Lockhart, Army Talent
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Management Task Force, provided the
group an overview of the modernization,
guiding principles, and reasons why the
Army needs a new system to manage
our talent before we lose it to the private
sector. While acknowledging there is
no one “right” way, he also provided a
step-by-step guide to assist personnel in
completing their AIM 2.0 resume. This
was impeccable timing with the AIM
2.0 marketplace coming to a close for
20-02 movers.
Chapter Membership
Members of the Potomac Chapter
belong to a diverse array of units
spanning from Fort Belvoir, Virginia
to Fort Meade, Maryland with
representation from all of the Army’s
components. Our mission is facilitate a
communal exchange of ideas amongst
HR professions in the National Capital
Region. The chapter also facilitates
professional development within the
HR community, and fortifies bonds with
partners through community service
and educational opportunities. The
Potomac Chapter Executive Council
welcomes all Washington DC area HR
professionals to join us as we promote
esprit de corps within the regiment
and comradery in our HR community.
For more information on membership
opportunities please email us at
agcrapotomac@gmail.com or visit our
Facebook page @AGCRAPotomac.
“Defend and Serve!”

The Heart of a Champion
By CW5 (Ret) Dave Betancourt
“People sometimes sneer at those who run every day, claiming they’ll go to any length
to live longer. But I don’t think that’s the reason most people run. Most runners run not
because they want to live longer, but because they want to live life to the fullest. Exerting
yourself to the fullest within your individual limits: that’s the essence of running…”
Haruki Murakami

CW5 (Ret) Dave Betancourt

Too often we stare at the variety of
challenges life rolls in front of us, and
we cringe at the thought that under
current conditions the possible may
seem impossible. We take a deep breath,
and we imagine the number of situations
that may prevent us from matching the
prowess of others, so we quietly just
move away and cheer others. But then,
something magical happens… We wake
up one day and we tell ourselves, “What
the heck is wrong with me? Why am I
feeling sorry for myself because I can’t
be as good as everyone else?” We jump
out of bed, and make the decision to join
the group, and have fun doing something
that is way outside our comfort zone.
And just do it to the best of our abilities.
Eventually, we find ourselves going well
beyond our original fear. Overcoming
the impossible, and even screaming,
“You can’t beat me! What’s next???”
That is the heart of a Champion. The

heart of the relentless spirit, indomitable
attitude, fearless, and the determined
will to win. That winning attitude that
translates beyond any type of placement,
but translates into a better self. And in
the end, we notice that the initial “maybe
I am not good enough,” thought was only
our internal expression of not measuring
up to the experience of others. We made
it through, because at some point of the
challenge, we figured out that we were
not required to be like everyone else. We
were asked to believe in ourselves, and
define victory in our own terms. August
of 2019, we began a fitness challenge
hosted by the AGCRA. This was the
second challenge, and the sheer number
of miles was enough to make anyone
look the other way.
One hundred and seventy-seven miles
and a half to be exact! In the end,
approximately 500 athletes took to the
streets, trails and gyms, and worked
their way to satisfy victory in their own
terms. Cheered by the rest of the team,
we heard of good days, hot days, bumps
and bruises, fast runs, slow ones. A
combination of exercise days, and just
some nice fun moments to celebrate
as a group of human beings. We all

had one thing in common: we enjoyed
working the miles as a team! No puns,
no put downs, just a nice display of
sportsmanship and camaraderie. It could
not get any better… So this is to celebrate
YOUR achievement. If you completed
the challenge by the cutoff date or if you
are still working those miles, we applaud
this tremendous effort. We ask you to
share you Champion’s heart with those
who are still struggling to believe that
they possess the tools to, in their way,
fulfill the impossible. It’s not just about
fitness, but about a lifestyle. A lifestyle
where you channel your fears, and put
forth your best effort. And believe me,
if it’s your best effort then you are on
your way to making yourself a winner!
This was a fun endeavor, one that I will
always cherish and never forget. And
for all of those from other branches,
civilians not associated with the Army,
personnel from sister services, and those
that live and breathe fitness who cared to
join us, I just want to say THANK YOU
for exercising with us. You are now part
of our family, and we hope to see you on
our next challenge!
“The alarm clock went off as every day,
0430 sharp. Time to get up, hit the road
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early to get some miles, and after a good shower, grab a 20
min nap. Waltzed myself towards the bathroom to refresh
myself. After looking myself in the mirror it was a no-brainer
that I would need a hat for the next hour or so. And then it
donned on me…“Wait! I finished the 177.5 miles yesterday…
I am done! I beat the challenge! I can relax now and take a
well-deserved break!” I rushed to get back into my pj’s, and
as I slowly snoozed off I could hear my thoughts screaming
out in joy: “I did it! I beat Dave’s challenge and survived. I
am invincible and unstoppable! Darn it, I ran 177.5 miles…
Wow! I can do anything… C’mon Dave, is that ALL you got for
us???” (Anonymous)
Above are the faces, and below are the names of some of
our athletes who completed the challenge. This list does
not represent all of those who also completed the same, but
remained anonymous. All of them are Heroes . All of them
are Champions . All of them are just good people who enjoy
being part of something greater than themselves. It was an
honor and my pleasure to serve as your event coordinator.
And yes, there is more…
The question is: Are you ready?
Yours in fitness…
Defend and Serve!

Aloha			
Aloha 			
Aloha			
Aloha 			
Aloha 			
Aloha 			
Aloha 			
Aloha 			
Aloha 			
Ann Arundel 		
ARSOF 		
ARSOF 		
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AGCRA CHAPTER
CPT Melanie Johnson
CPT William R. Brown
CW2 Lashonda D. Pringle
CW3Alicia Britton-Vasquez
CW3 Matthew D. Collins
CW3 Shevonda Ester
CW3 Victor Burgos
MAJ Kyle D. Fails, Sr
WO1 Antonette Paguirigan
SGM DeMickel McGrigg
CPT Chelsea Marcantonio
CW2 Georgette Hernandez

ARSOF 			
SFC Lisa M. Stanley
Carolina 			
1SG Melanie Williams
Carolina 			
COL(R) Angela M. Odom
Carolina 			
COL(R) Bob Ortiz
Carolina 			CSM Algrish Williams
Carolina 			
CSM(R) Teresa Meagher
Carolina 			
CW4 Andrea Ebanks-		
				Joyner
Carolina 			
CW5(R) David Betancourt
Carolina 			
LTC Miguel A. Aquino
Carolina 			
LTC(R) David Smoot
Carolina 			
MAJ Naquava E. Glenn
Carolina 			
Ms. Judith F. Boyd
Carolina 			
MSG Noemi Peña
Carolina 			
SFC Andreane Mallett
Carolina 			
SFC Evadne Ramirez
Carolina 			
SSG Lee B. McCoy
Crossroads of the Revolution
CW4 Misty Whetung
European 			
COL(R) George F Seiferth
				III
European 			
CW2 Nicole W. Hatcher
European 			
SFC Kelvin Moore Sr.
Fort Benning 			
MSG Nephoteria O’Meally
Fort Benning 			
SGM(R) Scarlett V. 		
				Williams
Freedom’s Front Door 		
MSG Paul J. Smith
Freedom’s Front Door 		
SFC Catherine Tripp
Gator 				
PFC Berenice Garcia
Gold Vault 			
BG(R) Barbara L. Owens
Gold Vault 			
LTC Serena D. Johnson
Gold Vault 			
MAJ Chad Henderson
Golden State 			
CW4 Karen R. Harris
Iron Mike 			
CPT Patrick Davis
Iron Mike 			
CW2 Bernard Simmons
Iron Mike 			
CW2 Carl A Puckett II
Iron Mike 			
CW3 Rich Ly
Iron MIke 			
CW5(R) Gail Shillingford
Iron Mike 			
LTC Randy Lefebvre
Iron Mike 			
MAJ Laura Esper
Iron Mike 			
MAJ Michael Hanna
Lightning Bolt 			
CW3 Yvonne Crawford
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Lightning Bolt 			
MSG Typana Edwards
Lion of St. Mark		
CW3 Cassy Randolph
Lone Star 			
CPT Virginia Clark
Lone Star 			
CPT/P Jimmy T. Stewart
Lone Star 			
SFC Amanda Higdon
Mediterranean 			
CPT Alfredo Carino
Mediterranean			
CW3 Ronald Carrion
Mount Rainier			
CPT Kieth A. Thierry Sr.
Mount Rainier 			
CPT Tammy L. Zurn
Mount Rainier			
CPT Tara Diaz
Mount Rainier 			
CW2 Jonathan Phares
Mount Rainier 			
CW2 Rajan Karki
Mount Rainier			
CW2 Tonya Gonzales
Mount Rainier			
CW3 Rafael Fabian Diaz
Mount Rainier 			
CW5 Mark Hickman
Mount Rainier 			
MSG Pamela Hernandez
Mount Rainier 			
SSG Chandra K. Ashley
Mount Rainier			
WO1 Kristina Moreno
Mountaineer 			
CPT Jacob Settle
Mountaineer 			
CW2 Stephen B. Pacada
Mountaineer 			
SFC Justin Wilson
Mountaineers 			
MAJ William J Day
Mountaineers 			
SSG Elizabeth Lawrence
Mountaineers 			
SSG Mary Summerlin
Northwest Silver		
CW3(R) Lydia Thomas
Old Dominion 			
CPT John Hemby
Old Dominion 			
CW2 Lionel T. Blair
Old Dominion 			
MAJ Sonny W. Louie
Pikes Peak 			
CW4 Charmaine Hilliard
Pikes Peak 			
MAJ Matthew McDaniel
Pony Express 			
COL Angel Liberg
Pony Express 			
Ms. Jaclyn Liberg
Pony Express 			
LeNae Liberg
Pony Express 			
Mr. Scott Lee
Potomac 			
COL(R) Steve Shappell
Potomac 			
CPL Allison R. Hart
Potomac 			
CW2 Jeniffer Tarroza
Potomac 			
CW3 Enrius Collazo, Sr
Potomac 			
MAJ Star L. Stewart
Potomac 			
MSG Ashleigh Sykes
Potomac 			
SGM Deidre K. Nevels
Potomac 			
SGM Mark A. Clark Jr.
Rock of the Marne 		
Mr. David C. Curran
Rock of the Marne 		
WO1 Geri N. Brown
Rocket City 			
1LT Kimberly D. Taylor
Sandhills 			
MSG Julie Harris
Screaming Eagles 		
CW2 Ivan L. Lopez
Screaming Eagles 		
CW2 Niki Woods
Screaming Eagles 		
SFC Daniel Mabe
Spartan 				CW2 Robert Allen
Sun City 			
1LT Sydney Sanders
Sun City 			
SGM Nekiea Haywood
Thunder Mountain 		
COL(R) Chris Ladra

Thunder Mountain 		
CW3 Christine Taylor
Thunder Mountain 		
Mrs Veronica Cunningham
Tidewater S			
GM Marcus L. Alford
Volunteer 			
CW3 Nathan Hayes
Volunteer 			
CW3 Victoria Murphy
				1SG Rosemery Tejada
				CPT Jesse J. Meininger
				CPT Kameelah Payne
				CPT Karen N. Randel
				CPT Maria T. Perdomo
				CPT Tenasia N. Pagano
				CSM Damarco B. Wyatt
				CSM Jamie Price
				CSM Lisa Haney
				CW3 Amanda Talken
				CW3 Brett Weliever
				MAJ Karolyn Braun
				MSG(R) Greg Campbell
				Rev E. Faith Bell
				SFC Antoinette Walker
				SFC Creshawna Stevens
				SFC Dianna R. Smith
				SFC Jackie L. Lord
				SFC Paul Stream
				SFC Suzanne Couch
				SGT Rowena E. Napoles
				WO1 Edward Pelzer
				WO1 Shanay Esaw
				Mr. Arthur Cameron
				Ms. Brandi Joya
				Mr. Darnell Rambert
				Ms. Davina Jones
				Ms. Elena Schachter
				Ms. Reanna Klanseck
				Ms. Tasha Shenaurlt
				Ms. Virginia Bailey
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American Legion Legacy
Scholarship

The American Legion Legacy Scholarship
Fund is a needs-based scholarship designed to
fulfill a financial gap after all federal and state
scholarships and grants are used. Eligible
recipients are children of U.S. military
members who died while on active duty on
or after 11 September 2001, and children of
Post-9/11 Veterans who have a combined VA
disability rating of 50 percent or higher. The
American Legion professionally manages
the scholarship fund with 100 percent of
donations going into the fund. The AGCRA’s
contribution to the 2019 American Legion
Legacy Scholarship Fund greatly helped to
continue the legacy of our fallen and disabled
military Veterans.

AGCRA Secretary CSM (Ret) Teresa Meagher, a member of Richland County Post 6
American Legion and American Legion Riders, accepts a recognition plaque with 2nd
medallion on behalf of the AGCRA in appreciation of the AGCRA’s donation in support
of the 2019 American Legion Legacy Scholarship Fund.

20
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The AGCRA’s Mount Rainier Chapter
held a Halloween bake sale to raise
money to provide holiday care packages
to AG Soldiers deployed from Joint
Base Lewis-McChord. Over $1000
was raised, and care packages were
sent to Soldiers of 4th Platoon, 22d
HR Company in Poland, and 201st
Expeditionary Military Intelligence
Brigade and 1st Special Forces Group in
Afghanistan.

4th Platoon, 22d HR Company, Poland

1st Special Forces, Group, Afghanistan

201st Expeditionary Military Intelligence Brigade, Afghanistan
1775 | Fall 2020
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Items for Sale in the Sutler Store
Adjutant General’s Corps Regimental Association (AGCRA)
P. O. Box 10026
Fort Jackson, South Carolina 29207-0026

SUTLER STORE PRICE LIST
Home & Office
AG Corps Gift Bag w/ Tissue Paper – Navy (8” x 10” or 10” x 13”)

$ 5.00 x ___

Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Hardcover)

$25.00 x ___

Book – “I’m Tim Maude, I’m A Soldier” - (Softcover)

$15.00 x ___

Computer Mousepad w/ Logo – Round (AG Corps or Army Band)

$ 6.00 x ___

Executive Padfolio, Zippered w/ Debossed Logo – (Blue / Black)

$20.00 x ___

Junior Padfolio w/ Debossed Logo – (Black)

$10.00 x ___

Laser Pointer w/ AG Corps Engraving – (Black w/ Green Light)

$38.00 x ___

Newhall Street Pen w/ Gift Presentation Box – (Silver)

$15.00 x ___

Note Card, AG Corps w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Note Card, SSI w/ Envelope

$ 1.00 x ___

Pen, Ballpoint (Red)

$ 5.00 x ___

Pen, Rollerball (Blue and Silver)

$ 8.00 x ___

Pen Refills, Rollerball

$ 1.00 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Small - 3” x 4”)

$ 1.50 x ___

Post-it Notes w/ Logo, Sky Blue – 25 Sheets (Large - 4” x 6”)

$ 2.00 x ___

Print, Andrew Jackson – (Black / White)

$ 2.00 x ___

Stylus Pen - (Red or Blue)

$ 5.00 x ___

Novelties & Collectibles
AG Corps Afghan (Blanket)

$40.00 x ___

AG Corps Car Magnet

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Corps Coin

$ 7.50 x ___

AG Corps Lapel Pin – 3/4”

$ 2.00 x ___

AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (8” x 9”)

$75.00 x ___

AG Corps Stained Glass Shield w/ Chain, (4” x 4.5”)

$28.00 x ___

AG Corps Stainless Water Bottle, 24 oz. (Navy or Red)

$15.00 x ___

AG Corps Sticker, Regimental Crest

$ 1.00 x ___

AG Corps Tapestry Wall Hanging

$35.00 x ___

Backpack w/AG Regimental Crest, Drawstring w/ Zipper Pocket, Blue

$ 5.00 x ___

Ceramic Mug w/ Logo – 11 oz. (Cobalt or Cream)

$ 5.00 x ___

Ceramic AG Corps Ornament

$ 5.00 x ___

Coin Rack – Wooden

$25.00 x ___

Stainless Steel Travel Mug w/ Handle – 16 oz. (Navy)

$10.00 x ___

Wooden Humidor w/ Laser Engraved Regimental Crest (Solid or Glass Top)

$40.00 x ___

Stainless Steel Travel Mug w/ Handle – 16 oz. (Navy)

$10.00 x ___

Wooden Humidor w/ Laser Engraved Regimental Crest (Solid or Glass Top)

$40.00 x ___
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The Golf Store
AGCRA Golf Tees, 3 1/4”, (Natural or White) - 25 Count

$ 5.00 x ___

AG Golf Tee Set (Case w/ 8 tees and 2 Ball Markers) (Red or Blue)

$ 3.00 x ___

Golf Wind shirt w/ Embroidered Logo & Zippered Sleeves – (Navy)

$45.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL) 		
Heavyweight Golf Towel w/ Grommet & Embroidered Logo – (Navy or Red)

$10.00 x ___

Mens Apparel
AAG Corps Cuff Links

$10.00 x ___

AG Corps Necktie

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps Bowtie (Blue or Black)
AG Corps Tie Tac

$ 2.00 x ___

Combo Set (AG Corps Necktie or Bowtie, Cuff Links, Tie Tac, and

$29.00 x ___

Lapel Pin-3/4”)
Men’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, White or Khaki) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Men’s Cotton Polo w/ Logo (Khaki) - (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

Men’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo - (Lt or Dk Blue, Khaki)

$30.00 x ___

(MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Womens Apparel
AG Corps Ladies Stick Pin

$ 5.00 x ___

Women’s Cool Dry Polo w/ Logo (50% Cool Dry Polyester / 50% Polyester)

$20.00 x ___

(Navy, Red, or White) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Cotton Polo w/Logo (Khaki) – (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s 3/4 Sleeve Length Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White / Light Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Women’s Long Sleeve Solid Dress Shirt w/ Logo (White /Med Blue)

$25.00 x ___

(SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)
Unisex Apparel
AG Corps Ball Cap w/LOGO – (Navy, Red or Khaki)

$12.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatpants – Navy (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$15.00 x ___

AG Corps Sweatshirt – Navy (Crew or Hooded) (MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$20.00 x ___

AG Corps T-Shirt – (Navy or Red) (SM, MD, LG, XL, 2XL)

$10.00 x ___

NOTE - Shipping Costs are NOT included. Shipping is through USPS.

Website: www.agcra.com • POC: SSG (Ret) Barbara Bishop
Email: bann214@gmail.com • Phone: 803-609-5147
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Digital Copy of 1775 Only,
New Membership Option

Y

our digital copy of 1775

“Receive Hard copy 1775”, otherwise

password and can no longer access

is now available online at

you will not receive the 1775 Spring

the Association’s website.

AGCRA.com and is in PDF

2019 edition by mail.

3 Beginning 1 May 2019, the

format. To view the latest issue, just

What if I did not receive the latest 1775

member has not signed into

log onto the AGRCA website and get

issue in the mail? The Association’s

AGCRA.com and checked the

instant access to the latest issue, plus

National Executive Council receives

box, “Receive Hard copy 1775”,

all the previous issues.

Beginning 1

this question a lot. The answer to what

otherwise 1775 will not be shipped

May 2019, the hard copy magazine will

gives usually lies with the individual

to your current mailing address.

only be printed and shipped to those

member who may not have done one of

members who elect to receive 1775 in

What to do? Believe our battle buddy

the following:

2LT McGillicuddy has figured it out!

the traditional hard copy format by mail.

3 The member doesn’t realize

If you still wish to receive a hard copy

their

of 1775, please log on today and select

expired, yet still believes they are

AGCRA

membership

a member in good standing.
3 The

member

moved

or

PCS’d but did not update their
membership and mailing data
in their membership account at
AGCRA.com.
3 The member lost his or her
AGCRA.com
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username

and
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SECTION II

AG School Leadership

The Chief of the Corps
By COL Marcus A. Motley

COL Marcus A. Motley

C

olonel Marcus A. Motley
was commissioned as a Field
Artillery Officer after his
graduation from Tuskegee University
in 1995 with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Business Administration. A
native of Saint Augustine, Florida, his
career spans more than 25 years and he
has served in a variety of command and
staff assignments in the United States,
Iraq, and Afghanistan.
Initially branched as a Field Artillery
Officer,
Colonel
Motley’s
first
assignment was Fire Support Officer
in Headquarters and Headquarters
Battery, Field Artillery Battalion, 2nd
Battalion, Field Artillery Regiment, 1st
Cavalry Division in Fort Hood, Texas.
Subsequent assignments at Fort Hood

included Assistant Brigade Fire
Support Officer and Platoon Leader
in Bravo Battery (Multiple Launch
Rocket System), 1st Battalion,
21st Field Artillery Regiment and
Rear Detachment Commander for
Charlie Battery (Target Acquisition),
1st Battalion, 21st Field Artillery
Regiment.
Colonel Motley transitioned to the
Adjutant General Corps, first serving
as a Detachment Commander, 1st
Personnel Services Battalion, Fort
Sill, Oklahoma, before being assigned
to a variety of staff positions. Staff
assignments include Strength Manager
in the U.S. Army 3rd Recruiting
Brigade in Fort Knox, Kentucky; Aide
de Camp and Secretary to General
Staff in the U.S. Army Recruiting
Command Headquarters in Fort Knox,
Kentucky; a Human Resources Mentor
in Afghanistan; Brigade S-1, 1st Heavy
Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry
Division, Fort Stewart, Georgia and
Iraq; Joint Training Observer/Trainer,
Joint Force Development, Joint Staff
J-7, Suffolk, Virginia; Assistant Chief
of Staff G-1, 1st Armored Division, Fort
Bliss, Texas; Executive Assistant to the
Director of Manpower and Personnel,
Joint Staff J-1, Washington D.C.; and
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1, US Army
Pacific Command, Fort Shafter, Hawaii.
Colonel Motley is a graduate of the

Field Artillery Officer Basic Course
Basic Course and the Adjutant
General’s Corps Captain’s Career
Course, Combined Armed Services and
Staff School, the U.S. Army Command
and General Staff College, the Joint
and Combined Warfighting School,
and the U.S. Army War College. He
holds a Master’s of Human Resources
Development from Webster University
as well as a Master’s of Strategic Studies
from the U.S. Army War College.
His awards and decorations include the
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal
(one oak leaf cluster), the Defense
Meritorious Service Medal, the
Meritorious Service Medal (two oak
leaf clusters) the Army Commendation
Medal (one oak leaf cluster), the
Army Achievement Medal, the
National Defense Service Medal, the
Afghanistan Campaign Medal, the Iraq
Campaign Medal, the Global War on
Terrorism Service Medal, the Army
Service Ribbon, the Overseas Ribbon
(with Numeral “2”), the Combat Action
Badge, the Parachutist Badge, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization Medal,
the Joint Meritorious Unit Award (one
oak leaf cluster), and the Meritorious
Unit Commendation.
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The Command Sergeant Major
of the Corps
By CSM Robert H. Atkinson, Jr.

CSM Robert H. Atkinson, Jr.

C

ommand Sergeant Major
Robert
H.
Atkinson
enlisted in the Army at
the Chicago Military Entrance
Processing Station in 1993, and
completed Basic Training at Fort
Jackson, South Carolina, and
Advanced Individual Training
at Fort Benjamin Harrison,
Indiana.
His
assignments
include Personnel management
specialist, 4th Personnel Services
Battalion, Fort Carson, Colorado;
Reassignment Specialist, 38th
Personnel Services Battalion,
Vilseck, Germany; Customer
Service
noncommissioned
officer in charge, Fort Sill,
Oklahoma; Soldier Readiness
noncommissioned officer in charge,
Tazar, Hungary; chief, Personnel

26

Services Branch, and then Postal
Platoon Sergeant, 90th Personnel
Service Battalion, Baumholder,
Germany; Personnel Sergeant,
90th Personnel Services Battalion
Forward, Iraq; Drill Sergeant,
Senior Drill Sergeant, and First
Sergeant, Charlie Company, 369th
Adjutant General Battalion, Fort
Jackson; Senior Human Resources
Sergeant, Combined Joint Task
Force, 101st Sustainment Brigade,
Bagram,
Afghanistan;
First
Sergeant, Amarillo MEPS, Texas;
Sergeant Major, Operations, 8th
Theaters Sustainment Command,
Human Resources Sustainment
Center, Fort Shafter, Hawaii;
Command Sergeant Major, 95th
Adjutant General Battalion, Fort
Sill, Oklahoma; Sergeant Major,
Human Resources (G-1), United
States Army Europe, Wiesbaden,
Germany and the Eastern Sector
Military Entrance Processing
Command CSM, North Chicago,
Illinois.
Command
Sergeant
Major Atkinson’s professional
military education includes Basic
and Advanced Noncommissioned
Officers Courses, the Primary
Leadership Development Course,
Postal
Supervisor
Course,
Postal Operations Course, Equal
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Opportunity Leaders Course, Drill
Sergeant Course, Army Combative
Courses I and II, First Sergeant
Course, Manpower and Force
Management Course, United States
Army Sergeant Major Academy
Resident (Class 63), Adjutant
General Pre-Command Course,
Brigade/Battalion Pre-Command
Course, and Battalion Command
Sergeant Development Course.
He earned a Bachelor of Business
Administration and a Master’s of
Science in Leadership, Trident
University, Cypress, California.
His military awards and
decorations include the Legion
of Merit, the Bronze Star Medal,
two Defense Meritorious Service
Medals,
three
Meritorious
Service Medals, three Army
Commendation Medals, five Army
Achievement Medals, the German
Armed Forces Marksmanship
Badge (Bronze), The Honorable
Order of Saint Barbara, the
Horatio Gates Bronze Medal and
the Colonel Robert L. Manning
Achievement Medal.

Notes From
The Chief Warrant Officer
of the Corps
By CW5 Mark Hickman
new ARNG WO advisor to the SSI

AG warrant officer working to keep

Commander, and CW4 Ray Rijkse as

up with FRAGOs to inform Soldiers

the new 420A proponent. Welcome to

and commanders, AG warrant officers

the team!

are creatively re-thinking how we

COVID-19 has had, and continues to

do things, finding new avenues for

have, a tremendous impact on Army

communications, and just plain old

operations. HR professionals have

knuckling down and getting to work.

responded with amazing creativity,

I’d like to give a special recognition

diligence, and extreme flexibility in

to an AG Hall of Fame member and a

providing Soldiers and Commanders

personal mentor for his efforts. CW5(R)

with information, solutions, and agility

Jerry Dillard, as the administrator for

to continue to meet a diverse set of

S1Net, has patiently and diligently

Human Resources challenges. I firmly

been an amazing source of information

believe

operating

for Soldiers of all branches across the

t’s a great day to be a Soldier, a

environment has also provided a long-

Army throughout this epidemic. As

member of the AG Corps, and part

lasting benefit to our interconnectivity,

evidenced by the hundreds of “page-

of the exceptional AG Warrant

as well as the reinforcement of

follow” emails I receive each week,

Officer team. CW5 Jacque Nixon and

personal and professional relationships

it is clear that our AG retirees, of who

I conducted a Chief Warrant Officer of

through technology. While connecting

CW5(R) Dillard is just one of many,

the AG Corps change of responsibility

virtually will never replace the distinct

continue to set a standard for excellence

on 1 May 2020, and I am both proud

advantages of face-to-face interactions,

as Soldiers for Life. Warrant Officer

and humbled to serve as the 8th Chief

I have witnessed a clear increase in

training continues to steam full-ahead.

Warrant Officer of the AG Corps. My

communications across all formations,

The instructors at the AG School are

heartfelt thanks to CW5 Nixon for all

the establishment of new relationships

absolutely at the top of their game.

his efforts during his tenure and for

and reestablishment of old relationships,

With training days beginning at 0530 to

providing a smooth transition; the AGS

and an increased reliance and use of

conduct physical fitness with students,

WO team congratulates you and wishes

virtual communication platforms. As a

followed by first-class instruction on

you the best while serving as the AXO

result, I predict a resurgence in lasting

our HR competencies, systems, and

to the Secretary of the Army. We’d

and productive relationships that will

processes, it is no easy task; but it is

also like to extend our thanks and best

positively impact the conduct of Army

one with incredible intrinsic rewards.

wishes to CW5 Jill Graham, who retired

Human Resources for years to come.

In addition to continuing impactful

after over 35 years of honorable service

AG warrant officers have been deeply

instruction

to our nation, and to CW4 Karen Torres,

involved in responding to COVID-19.

advanced courses, and after many

who transitioned from the Active Army

From HQDA warrant officers working

years of hard work developing course

to the Georgia Army National Guard

overtime to process truckloads of

objectives and programs of instruction,

to serve as the XO to the GAARNG

ETPs, Bandmasters translating German

as well as coordination with the Combat

Command Chief Warrant Officer. We

orchestra

operations

Arms Support Command, new training

welcome CW5 Troy Skaggs as the

studies for WOPDs, and every single

opportunities are now available to 420A

CW5 Mark Hickman

I

the

COVID-19

post-COVID

during

the

basic
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warrant officers.

and understanding in holistic sustainment

be an AG Soldier and Warrant Officer.

420A WOILE-FO. We are extremely

planning, and I believe it holds the

Never before has so much been asked of

excited about the opportunity to provide

greatest value to the WOs working in

the AG Warrant, and we’ve delivered.

a 420A technical follow-on course to

TPOCs, ASCC HROCs, HROBs, DSTB

In the past 10 years, while AG officer

WOILE, with the first class starting 19

SPOs and echelons above brigade (EAB)

and enlisted requirements have dropped

Oct 20. The course will focus on Total

Plans and Operations sections. Please

14% and 18%, respectively, AG warrant

Army enterprise HR, GO-level HR

coordinate your attendance through your

officer requirements have increased

support, and senior warrant officer

unit schools manager.

by 20%. AG warrant officers are the

leadership preparing HR Technicians

most oft requested solution to HR gaps

for assignments as strategic-level staff

2019-2020 AG Warrant Officer of the

identified in organizational headquarters,

advisors

Year.

and it is no coincidence that an AG

in division or higher echelons and

The field of nominations received for

Warrant Officer sits outside the offices of

throughout joint agencies. The course

consideration as the 2019-2020 AG

the Secretary of the Army, the Chief of

will be conducted six times per FY, with

Warrant Officer of the Year was incredibly

Staff, Army, and the Vice Chief of Staff,

a maximum class size of 15. All WOs

competitive, scoring was very close, and

Army. In respect to our Band Masters,

who complete WOILE 1 Oct 20 or later

each warrant officer represented their

watching senior commander’s fight for

are required to complete the WOILE-FO

organizations masterfully. Thank you for

their bands clearly shows our Army

to be considered MEL 4 complete. If you

epitomizing all of the great things warrant

Musicians are delivering a much desired

complete/completed WOILE prior to 1

officers are accomplishing across the

capacity and service to our Soldiers and

Oct 20, but have not attended WOSSE,

globe, and across all three components.

Families.

you may attend this course based on

Selectee: CW3 A. Rafael Fabian-Diaz,

We’ve

availability (there should be plenty of

7th Infantry Division, Joint Base Lewis-

warrant officers carefully develop and

availability in the first few courses for this

McChord, Washington

screen NCOs for a requisite balance of

population); please submit your request

1st Runner-Up: CW2 Lionel Blair Jr.,

experience and potential.

for attendance to the HRC assignment

Joint Forces Headquarters, Virginia

We’ve delivered because of incredibly

officer.

Army National Guard,

intelligent and dedicated instructors and

420A WOILE-FO FY 21 Course Dates:

Virginia

developers at the AG School and Army

19-30 Oct 20; 11-22 Jan 21; 15-26 Mar

2nd Runner-Up: CW3 Maile Johnson-

School of Music.

21; 3-14 May 21; 12-23 Jul 21; 13-24

Sills, 25th Infantry Division, Schofield

We’ve delivered because we care about

Sep 21

Barracks, Hawaii

taking care of our Commanders, our

Support

and

operational

Operations

Course

planners

(SOC)

delivered

because

senior

units, our Soldiers and their Families.

(CASCOM/Ft. Lee). The SOC has four

General Douglas MacArthur Leadership

We’ve delivered because we take great

objectives: (1) train officers, warrant

Award.

pride in that if we don’t know something,

officers and NCOs to effectively work in

Please join me in congratulating CW2

we do everything we can to just plain

a support operations section; (2) turn

Meirong Magee, 25th Infantry Division,

figure it out. And the awesome thing is,

functional experts into multifunctional

Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, on her

we don’t have to figure it out

sustainers; (3) teach sustainment planning

selection as a CY 2019 General Douglas

on our own. The breadth of our field

at the tactical and operational levels;

MacArthur Leadership Award Winner.

makes it impossible to have great depth

and (4), educate students on the entire

CW2 Magee was 1 of 14 AC officers,

on everything. And because of that…

Sustainment Warfighting Function, not

and 1 of only 2 AC warrant officers to be

More than anything, we’ve delivered

just their particular piece of it. The SOC is

selected for this incredibly competitive

because of our professional network.

undergoing final redesign, but expect it to

honor. Please see the article in this

There is nothing more powerful than a

be piloted and underway in 1QTR, FY21.

addition of 1775 entitled “MacArthur

group of mutually supporting AG Warrant

This course will provide 420As a huge

Awardee” to read her amazing story.

Officers.

opportunity to gain a greater education

As #8, I’ve never been more proud to

networks takes a lot of work, whether it’s
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Building

and

maintaining

checking in on a peer or showing up to

Jacksonville, Illinois, but calls Kalispell,

Trident International University, and a

a function…but it’s worth it, and as the

Montana home. He enlisted into the

Master’s Degree in Human Resources

Army continues to rapidly evolve, we’re

Montana Army National Guard as a

Management from Webster’s University.

going need our networks to deliver more

75D, Records Specialist in April 1992,

CW5 Hickman has held his certification

than ever.

and entered active duty in November

as a Senior Professional in Human

As your representative, I will continue to

1993. After assignments in Fort Carson,

Resources (SPHR) since 2015.

do everything I can to further enable your

Colorado; Wurzburg, Germany; Fort

CW5 Hickman’s awards include the

ability to deliver, and most importantly,

Meade, Maryland; Fort Richardson,

Bronze Star Medal, Meritorious Service

to ensure we own our expertise. Whether

Alaska,

South

Medal (6th award), Army Commendation

it be training opportunities, approaches to

Carolina. CW5 Hickman was appointed

Medal (8th award), Army Achievement

career development, enabling networks,

as a Warrant Officer in December 2004.

Medal (8th award), and the Military

or otherwise, I will do everything I can to

CW5 Hickman’s assignments as a warrant

Outstanding Volunteer Service Medal.

champion and empower the AG Warrant

officer include Detachment Chief, Bravo

He is a lifetime member of the Adjutant

Officer.

Detachment, 55th Personnel Services

General’s Corps Regimental Association

Lastly, I would be remiss if I didn’t

Battalion, Wiesbaden, Germany; 1st

(AGCRA), and is a recipient of the

mention the biggest rock in our rucksack.

Armored

AGCRA’s Horatio Gates Gold Medal,

IPPS-A is here for the National Guard,

Battalion HR Technician, Wiesbaden,

Horatio

and it is quickly advancing on the horizon

Germany and Tikrit, Iraq; Adjutant

award), and Colonel Robert L. Manning

for the rest of the Total Army. Leaders

General Warrant Officer Basic and

Achievement Medal

and Soldiers will rely on AG Corps

Advanced

(2d award).

professionals to get it right, and the AG

Jackson, South Carolina; Corps Senior

Corps will look to its Warrant Officers to

HR Technician and Corps Strength

be the subject matter experts; we must

Manager, I Corps, Joint Base Lewis-

stay in tune to fielding requirements, take

McChord, Washington; Training With

the initiative to gain competencies at

Industry Student at the Human Resources

every opportunity, and prepare ourselves

Certification

and Soldiers for this momentous shift in

Virginia; and Chief, Adjutant General’s

the delivery of Army HR.

Corps Warrant Officer Proponency, Fort

Again, it is a great privilege and honor

Jackson, South Carolina. CW5 Hickman

to be your voice and representative. It

most recently served as America’s First

is a responsibility I do not take lightly,

Corps Senior HR Technician, Joint Base

and ask for your continued feedback,

Lewis-McChord,

mentorship, thoughts, and support as we

Hickman deployed to Bosnia, Kosovo

continue to own our expertise as

and Iraq in 1997, 1999, and 2007,

individuals,

respectively.

influencers,

leaders,

professionals and experts.

Fort

Division

Courses

Jackson,

Special

Troops

Instructor,

Institute,

Fort

Gates

Bronze

Medal

(2d

Alexandria,

Washington.

CW5

CW5 Hickman is a graduate of the
Warrant

Defend and Serve!

and

Officer

Senior

Service

Education, Warrant Officer Staff Course,
Adjutant General Corps Warrant Officer
Advanced and Basic Courses, Adjutant
General’s Corps Advanced and Basic
Noncommissioned Officer Course, and
the Primary Leadership Development
Course. He was awarded a Bachelor’s

CW5 Mark W. Hickman was born in

Degree in Human Resources from
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SECTION III

Human Resources Command

An Interview with the HRC Commander
MG Joseph Calloway

1775 AGCRA Magazine Questions:
1. From your current AG leadership
foxhole, what is your Army HR focus
and what should AG Soldiers and
Army HR Professionals be paying
attention to?
America’s

Army

is

undergoing

transformational change in the way
it manages its most important asset
– People. As AG professionals,
our job is to deliver the most lethal
force to the battlefield — to best
do that, we need to understand,
30

participate in and contribute to the

quickly in the direction of ‘people

Army’s latest modernization efforts

focused’ and data-informed HR …as

which are completely changing the

we begin to integrate new processes

way we manage and align talent

initiatives

across our formations. All Adjutant

obviously includes the Integrated

General (AG) professionals must be

Personnel and Pay System-Army

familiar with these new changes and

(IPPS-A). This system will transform

be committed to implementing and

how we manage personnel and pay

improving them in their units.

across the Army; and the time is now

The Army’s ability to achieve its
mission hinges on the diverse talent
we access, develop, align and advance
across our ranks. So we’re moving
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and

technology.

This

for AG professionals to embrace and
understand this critical new tool.
If you are not currently serving in a
Brigade or Battalion S-1 shop where

you live and breathe HR transactions,

In the information age, Soldiers win

chosen profession. More importantly,

increase your knowledge by checking

when we embrace and adapt to change.

they contributed to the “body of

out the latest tools and applications

This mission-critical mindset applies to

knowledge” that defines our profession.

developed by the Soldier Support

everyone, whether you are a Private, a

They shared their experiences – their

Institute.

Sergeant Major, a Senior Field Grade

successes

Officer or one of our amazing DOD

lessons – so the rest of us could

civilians.

benefit. Any entity or organization that

Our leadership perspective is not unlike
that of every AG Soldier…we exist to

and

their

hard-learned

effectively encourages and fosters our

deliver both personnel readiness and

Finally, you must be able to effectively

world-class personnel services and

communicate with peers, subordinates

support to Army Soldiers and Families.

and superiors. I strongly encourage skill-

It’s an exciting and innovative time

sharpening one’s abilities in the areas

at HRC (and in the AG Corps) as we

of verbal and written communication.

As such, I want to emphasize that

fundamentally

If you aspire to be a successful leader,

whether you’re a student at the AG

regardless of the organization or your

schoolhouse;

specialty, you need to identify and

division staff officer; or an HRC CG,

improve upon your shortcomings. You

members of our Corps should always

own and control your investment in

maintain that thirst for knowledge and

self-development, so take advantage

share their experiences for the greater

of the countless learning opportunities

good of the career field (and the Army).

and resources the Army offers.

The AGCRA is our professional

transform

how

we

manage personnel and pay.
2. For the junior cohorts of the AG
Corps, what are two to three things
that have, or continue to contribute to
your success as an AG leader?
Realizing that it takes the entire team to
accomplish the mission successfully is
essential. All of you play a pivotal role
in the success of the commanders in the
field. You ensure their readiness today

3. How do you see AGCRA supporting
or playing a role for today’s AG
Corps?

and you position them for the future.

The Adjutant General Corps has a rich

One key element that has carried

history and tradition of service to our

me forward has been to always treat

Army.

people well and give them your trust
— it seems simple, but does not always
occur and is absolutely essential to
effectiveness in any organizations.

Our history and traditions were crafted
by men and women who served Soldiers
while in a variety of assignments and

AG professionals to be both lifetime
learners and knowledge multipliers is
of tremendous benefit.

a

battalion/brigade/

association and provides an invaluable
forum for sharing and personal growth.
Talk to a friend, e-mail the schoolhouse,
or better yet, write a professional
journal article.
Our history and traditions were crafted
by dedicated, professional men and
women just like you!
Defend and Serve!

operational environments including

The Army moves very fast! This means

peacetime and at war. The most

we must be professional stewards of

impactful had a “thirst for knowledge”

innovation and receptive to change.

– a desire to learn more about our
1775 | Fall 2020
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The Officer Army Talent
Alignment Process (ATAP)
By LTC Indera Chandler, LTC Yolanda Williams, CPT Jennifer Houle, and CPT Patrick Goddyene
Hello from Fort Knox and the AG
Branch!
We wanted to take this opportunity
to provide insight into the continuing
refinements taking place within the
officer assignment process.
AIM is continuing to evolve and adapt.
As before, officers can now see all of
the available assignments (including
nominative positions – HQDA, HRC,
Joint Duty, NATO, etc.) as they make
their assignment choices. This allows
officers to reach out to units and show
their interest through preferencing while
allowing units the ability to recruit and
preference officers as well. Several
cycles in, it is obvious that the daily
efforts of all Adjutant Generals Corps
Soldiers are critical to the success of
these initiatives.
Here are some new features to look
forward to in the upcoming 21-02 cycle:
- More Temporary Brevet Promotion
positions
- Updated KSBs
- Integration of the Branch Immaterial
Unit Interest Market
- Integration of the Lieutenants and
Colonels (non-CSL) into the ATAP
Marketplace
1. What can you do as an HR
professional to support your unit?
- Ensure your slotting in eMILPO
is correct. Personnel Information
Management and Data Correctness
are the cornerstone of our successful
implementation of Army Talent
Management.
- Know your unit’s Personnel Manning
Authorization Document (PMAD)
inside and out. Understand your unit’s
place in the Army Component Manning
Guidance (ACMG). Communicate with
32

your HRC OPMD Account Manager
regularly to remain up to date with any
manning document changes.
-When completing the mission essential
requirements (MER) list for your
command ensure you are accurately
forecasting requirements and projected
losses. Knowing promotion timelines
and individual officer’s plans can
help reduce turbulence and gaps in
organizations.
-Communicate to the field through
position descriptions but also to the
respective assignment branch any
special requirements the position
requires such as an adjudicated topsecret clearance or a specific language.
-Educate other officers in your unit
about how to use AIM to ensure they
are effectively marketing themselves
and making their preferences count in
the assignment process.
-Ensure senior leaders in your
organization understand how AIM can
shape the field of incoming officers
in upcoming cycles. Emphasize the
importance of having branch subject
matter experts for a given position
review the resumes to preference the
best candidates.
2. Here are a few tips for a successful
assignment cycle:
-Update your AIM resume. Have a
colleague/mentor look at it. Have solid
references that knows you well.
-Keep your unit AIM page up to datea virtual presence helps! Like a Yelp
review, no one wants to look up an
organization and not know anything
about it.
-Prior to your assignment market
opening up, have a conversation
with your Career Manager about any
assignment you may be eligible for/
ineligible for and discuss your goals.
Career Managers can give you guidance
based on this conversation.
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- When your assignment market opens
up, review your assignment options,
make your preferences known early and
let the unit(s) you really want to go to
know of your interest.
- As a unit, try to have a dedicated
point of contact to keep in touch with
interested officers. While a strength
manager or designated representative
may not be the decision authority, they
can help in keeping prospective officers
engaged and available for commanders
to consider.
- As the assignment market remains
open, you may want to adjust your
choices (if necessary) based on feedback
or lack of feedback from either the
officer or unit. Do not preference and
forget!
Remain flexible and remember:
Ultimately the readiness of the Army is
the most important factor in assignments
and there may be assignment cycles
where you do get your number 1
preferenced assignment or your number
1 preferenced officer. However, we are
excited and confident at AG Branch that
the ATAP should lead to greater officer
career satisfaction over time.
At the end of the day, it is the goal of AG
Branch to empower the Commander and
Officer to make informed assignment
decisions.
People First- Winning Matters!
Defend and Serve!

SECTION IV

HR and COVID-19

8th Theater Sustainment Command Overcomes
Limitations During COVID-19

T

By CW2 Lashonda D. Pringle,
G-1 Plans & Operations HR Technician
he COVID-19 pandemic sparked
the

nation,

but

coherently

displayed the true capabilities

of the Army workforce. The virus
forced change in our daily operations,
challenging the abilities of the human
resources (HR) community. On short
notice, the 8th Theater Sustainment
Command (TSC) quickly prepared for
what was to come and adapted to an
outbreak that swiftly spread across
the globe.

8TSC G-1 leadership conducts G-1/S-1 Staff Synch

top-notch customer service to the force.

directives to the 8th TSC leaders,

Between the G-1 and S-1s, exception to

Soldiers and Army Civilians. The need

policy memorandums were processed

to keep up with correspondence had

expeditiously, personnel COVID-19 and

never been this important, but the Army’s

duty statuses were reported to higher

goal of protecting the wellbeing of its

commands, COVID-19 data was input

personnel and maintaining its readiness

into various HR systems, and virtual

against the global pandemic required

promotion boards were coordinated and

quick communication. As a result,

to personnel within the command.

conducted.

the 8th TSC HR professionals kept up

They worked tirelessly, seven days a

Continuing HR operations was a day to

with correspondence provided through

week, primarily focusing on personnel

day challenge. HR leaders were expected

Secretary of Defense Memorandums,

accountability and ensuring continued

to clearly articulate constantly changing

HQDA Executive Orders, All Army

While the COVID-19 outbreak initially
scaled down processes within the
command, AG leaders were determined
to face the effects of virus head on.
The pandemic did not deter the 8th
TSC HR professionals from ramping
up operations to provide timely data
to commanders and quality service
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Activities (ALARACTs), and Military

The

Personnel (MILPER) Messages. It was

utilized several communication

a requirement for the HR community

strategies. The HR professionals

to decipher the information and quickly

collaborated

disseminate it down to the lowest level.

platforms such as Microsoft

The concerted efforts of the 8th TSC

Teams, Zoom, Global Video

HR professionals enabled the timely

Services (GVS), GroupMe, and

response to concerns and inquiries

WhatsApp to engage with others.

across the formation. In response to

In order to bridge the gap between

the COVID-19 outbreak, the 8th TSC

mission

was required to drawdown its personnel

and teleworkers, the 8th TSC

in the workplace and adhere to social

used Microsoft Teams as the

distancing guidelines which created a

primary line of communication.

communications concern.

The HR professionals took this

8th

TSC

community

using

essential

multiple

personnel

opportunity to use Microsoft
Teams as a training
platform.

Using Microsoft Teams, CW2 Lashonda Pringle gives a step-bystep demonstration on how to create Datastore queries and how
to properly utilize eMILPO and Datastore reports.

critical issues. During the pandemic,

Training

topics included, Unit Status

the 8th TSC G-1 and S-1s were still

Reporting, Creating Datastore

required

Queries, Military Pay, Deployed

Reporting, monitor HR metrics, in- and

Theater Accountability System,

out-process Soldiers, provide ID card

and Tactical Personnel System,

services, process awards, evaluations,

just to name a few. The 8th
TSC HR leaders headed this
training with participants from

To improve unit HR metrics, PFC Desiderio Perea III provides
customer service to an officer by completing his personnel
records review, updating his DD93, and updating his ORB

Unit

Status

and retirement requests, and conduct
promotion boards in accordance with
new standards.

who work in military HR, field

The pandemic did not prevent the 8th

grade officers, senior enlisted

TSC HR professionals from organizing

leaders, and junior Soldiers. The
G-1 also used Microsoft Teams
to conduct the daily G-1/S-1
Meeting

to

and

coordinating

the

appreciation

of civil servants, who are vital to
the

success

of

any

organization.

make certain everyone was up

MG Charles R. Hamilton, 8th TSC

to date on recently published

Commanding General, did not allow

correspondence.

COVID-19 to stop him from personally

While

teleworking

scaled

down the number of personnel
coming to work, the 8th TSC
HR
that

leaders
essential

made
tasks

certain
and

responsibilities were executed
and ensured HR Soldiers were
available to provide essential

34

complete

outside units, Army Civilians

Synchronization

SSG Jacob Herring assisted a NCO with obtaining a new CAC ID.

to

services for personnel with
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expressing

gratitude

to

the Army

Civilians within the 8th TSC, honoring
them for their dedication to mission,
service, and stewardship, during Public
Service Recognition Week. Despite
challenges presented by COVID-19,
the 8th TSC G-1 team, in collaboration
and partnership with key staff members,
organized a first ever Virtual CG

Awards Recognition Event, held on

in providing support to the military

7 May 2020 via Microsoft Teams.

community since the virus became

The “Always Ready” “Defend and

a global crisis. We continue to

Serve” Sustainment Team successfully

assist Soldiers, Army Civilians, and

executed the event, highlighting the

Family members, getting them out

importance of the Civilian Workforce

of hardship situations. The impact

while

of

recognizing

the

exemplary

the

quickly

responsive

and

contributions of their employees Length

knowledgeable HR professional will

of Service and Civilian of the Quarter

continue to be felt as COVID-19

Awardees.

creates a new normal.

HR professionals have been imperative

COVID-19 did not stop SGT Emmilee Pemberton from
providing mentorship to her Soldier, SPC Yasmin Montufar.

SGT Kevin Arpino and SPC Pharelle Terry provessing awards routed through the G-1, while PFC Taylor Perry provides customer service
to 8TSC personnel.

8TSC G-1 leadership conduct G-1/s
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Mission Command through Telework during
COVID-19

T

By MAJ Ryan W. Talland and MAJ Nivia Ayala
Brigade S-1, 189th Combined Arms Training Brigade
he COVID-19 outbreak in

affected by stop-movement.

presented

the United States beginning

At the onset of COVID-19, installations

were we to execute our daily tasks and

in

presented

across our Army were reduced to

functions at this level of manning?

unforeseen challenges to the force,

minimal manning. Here at Joint Base

Furthermore, with child care facilities

specifically for those in the Human

Lewis-McCord (JBLM) that minimal

and public schools at all grades forced

Resources

preparing

manning translated to 25% manning

to close down, our military and civilian

ourselves for the next conflict through

for the 189th CATB. S-1 Operations

personnel were faced with the novel

field or simulation exercises, there were

are an integral piece of any unit’s daily

challenges of not having child care or

no rehearsals for the HR demands and

operations. We are often at the forefront

the education system they so heavily

procedures this deadly disease imposed

of taking care of Soldiers whether that

depended

to the HR community, especially given

be from processing timely personnel

simple. These parents, our Soldiers

the ever changing guidance associated

actions to ensuring our unit maintains

and Civilians, would benefit from

with COVID-19. The biggest takeaway

a high level of personnel readiness. At

teleworking when they needed support

during this period was the successful

first glance, 25% manning guidance

the most. In addition to caring of our

proof
to

of

March

field.

our

exercise

command

2020

Unlike

ability
mission
through

telework, in addition to
remaining adaptive and
flexible leaders. Building
a cohesive team with trust,
exercising

disciplined

initiative and creating a
shared understand during
COVID-19, allowed the
189th CATB Brigade S-1
to successfully achieve
our Commander’s Intent,
and to better assist the
Soldiers of our formation
36
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significant

on. The

doubt.

answer

How

proved

personnel, implementing a telework

maintained,

for

S-1 synchs and BDE/BN S-1 syncs via

plan also allowed us to mitigate risks

Soldiers affected by Stop Movement or

DCS connect. Additionally, we created

associated with the spread of COVID-19.

processing ETPs for Soldiers requesting

shared

Teleworking and the need for trust and

Emergency leave, and lastly, processing

daily phone conversations to interpret

continued communication via alternate

the personnel actions and awards that

the latest guidance and ensure it was

means than face-to-face called for and

don’t stop in periods of time such as

properly communicated throughout the

embodied the principles of Mission

the COVID-19 outbreak. Critical to our

brigade. Emails are great, but it is not

Command.

success during this chaotic period were

the most effective way to communicate.

One principle of the Army’s Mission

our S-1 personnel to include our Army

Like most, email traffic during the

Command

philosophy

building

Civilians. They remained adaptable

COVID-19 period seem to increase

cohesive

teams

trust.

and flexible at all times and continued

tenfold. With all the updates during this

Implementing telework for our S-1

diligently working as they do when

period communication by email became

personnel most certainly required a

in the office. Our NCOIC, SSG Brent

rather ineffective as information could

strong team and one built on trust, as a

Piunti, developed a tracking mechanism

easily be interpreted incorrectly. Our

result of not having the ability to work

to forecast personnel potentially affected

weekly synchs and daily phone calls

from a central location. The S-1 section

by stop movement after the initial stop

ensured the team communicated in one

assigned to 189th CATB embodied this

movement guidance. This helped the

voice to reduce confusion across the

principle of mission command during

team tremendously as it allowed us to

formation. One thing we all learned over

the COVID-19 outbreak. In total, our

stay ahead of any potential personnel

the last few months is that everyone

section consists of myself, the BDE S-1

issues and effectively communicate

has a unique situation. Therefore,

OIC, an HR Tech, an AGR Sergeant First

down to our BN S-1’s. For many of our

creating a shared understanding helped

Class, two Active Duty Staff Sergeants,

HR actions, to include emergency leave,

to reduce mass confusion and left little

and two Army Civilians. During our

ETPs, retirements, and awards, we

room for interpretation. Also key to our

period of teleworking from home, the

relied heavily on GEARS to maintain

shared understanding was the weekly

team ensured the successful execution

accountability and organization. In

information disseminated from our

of our Commander’s Intent with team

addition, we maintained one team

installation leadership here at JBLM

work and trust. Effective communication

member in the office at all times. This

though Town Halls and the Blue Hash.

and a shared understanding between the

helped to ensure no Soldier action was

This provided us with another means of

BDE and BN S-1 sections, provided the

left unprocessed. The initiative exhibited

COVID-19 updates that we were able to

team the ability to function in a period

by the BDE S-1 personnel of 189th

use for a Bi-Weekly Operations Orders.

of uncertainty.

CATB facilitated shared understanding

This allowed the team to successfully

throughout the section and down to

exercise mission command to ensure we

the battalions on the latest COVID-19

executed our mission while meeting the

guidance.

commander’s intent.

is

through

While teleworking the 189th CATB
Team exercised disciplined initiative,
another principle of Mission Command.

processing

ETPs

evident

Lastly, our effective communication and

when the team seamlessly executed the

attentiveness of the newest guidance,

same daily systems and processes that

greatly increased shared understanding

are followed in the office. Examples

of

include: processing leave forms and

COVID-19. Most critical to our shared

ensuring the leave log is physically

understanding were our weekly internal

Disciplined

initiative

was

the

latest

changes

related

understanding

from

almost

to
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Allied Forces North Battalion,
US Army NATO Brigade
By LTC Gretchen Gardner and CSM Monty Drummond

S

ince the beginning of this calendar
year, Allied Forces North Battalion,
US Army NATO Brigade, has
been living through a situation that is
unprecedented for many of us in our
lifetime. Our daily lives have been
challenged as never before, as we adjust
to a ‘New Normal’ where our habits and
our way of life have been forever altered.
We remain closely tied in with the 13
Host Nation countries where our service
members are stationed across Europe,
in adherence to the National Decrees
enacted throughout these countries in
order to counter and contain this foreign
enemy. We have proactively created
various plans of action to prevent, protect
and treat our formation as we continue to
execute our AG mission in Europe. As
we take care of business under these new
norms of a mass telework environment,
we remain focused under the priorities
of our Brigade Command Team, led by
COL Miles Gengler and CSM Bernadette
Phillips: these priorities are, #1: People
#2: Readiness, and #3: Organizational
Effectiveness.

programs to keep service members,
Families, and our Army Civilians apprised
of force health protection information.
Constant data and fact flow can enable
people to feel more in control when they
are actively informed.

solitary Easter weekend. Furthermore, the
company’s SFRG team later distributed
hand sewn face masks for all Soldier and
Family members in the company, bridging
the gap before the Army supply system
was able to deliver such necessities.

Through our Soldier and Family Readiness
Groups (SFRG) networks, our companies
have injected creative ideas into their battle
rhythm to suppress the effects of cabin
fever. Our Alpha Company, led by the
command team of CPT Teodoro Feliciano
and 1SG Ronrico Faniel, conducted a
virtual Easter egg hunt on Facebook
when their unit headquarters located at
JFC Brunssum, Netherlands were under
lockdown. Additionally, they posted fun
printable coloring activities for their kids
and trivia contests for the adults to keep
Families engaged over an unprecedented

Our Bravo Company, led by the
command team of CPT Jordan Marvin,
and 1SG Rulberto Ojendismiranda is the
headquarters of the SACEUR’s SHAPE
International Band. Through their
ingenuity, the band solicited fun videos
from the SHAPE community and placed
them together with their own music to
create a fun virtual Dance Party to the
tune of, Dance Monkey! The video was a
HUGE success and received thousands of
views.

With PEOPLE
Allied
Forces
North
Battalion,
headquartered in Mons, Belgium is
striving to provide our formation with
personalized, holistic development and
family support during this pandemic.
Parts of this focus revolve around morale,
maintaining discipline and teamwork.
Increasing Soldier and Family morale can
be challenging in a telework environment;
however thanks to the help of various
social media platforms, we have been able
to conduct active internal information
38

SAUCER’s SHAPE International Band
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Our Charlie Company, led by command
team of CPT Jason Bleuer and 1SG
Natasha Burke in Poland have been
filming virtual cooking classes every
other weekend for the kids, while
conducting virtual adult trivia games
on alternating Saturday nights. These
efforts

have

taken

regular

SFRG

activities to a whole new level. Families
participating in these events span
from eight different cities including:
Szczecin, Bydgoszcz, Krakow, Gdansk
and Elblag, Poland as well as Tallinn,
Estonia; Mons, Belgium and Ramstein,

SFRG Cooking Class

Germany.
For both work and play, we have remained
synchronized

with

communication

efforts across our wide footprint. In
addition to SFRG activities, we have
encouraged everyone to stay informed
with unit and various supporting garrison
updates and host nation protocols so that
we may continue to be good neighbors
where we live and work.
With READINESS
We are continuing to do our part to
prevent the further spread of the virus,

Virtual promotion and Soldier/NCO of the Month Boards

while still maximizing our efforts to

to conduct the first virtual distance

advance our alliances and partnerships

learning Basic Leaders Course (BLC)

and

comprehensive

within the USAG Benelux area of

readiness to address any crisis or

operation. AFNORTH served as the

contingency in the NATO footprint.

primary host for class 006-20, the newly

Despite the pandemic, the readiness,

implemented distance learning course

responsiveness, and resiliency of our

provided the means to continue our

BN will not be degraded. We recognize

NCO traditions and develop our junior

that our presence in Europe provides the

Soldiers with the basics when charged

Army with the strategic access vital to

with the duties and responsibilities of a

meet our NATO commitment to respond

newly promoted NCO. The graduation

to threats against our allies.

of the course marked a new transition

In an effort adapt to physical and

in their careers, charging the graduates

social

and

to remain deeply committed to the NCO

procedures, we quickly adapted to

corps, strengthening partnerships, and

the

maximizing their performance through

enhancing

our

distancing

guidelines

implementation

of

Geospatial

Intelligence Army (GEOINT) on-line

professional development.

protocols

conducting

Medical Readiness remained one of

virtual promotion and Soldier/NCO

our top priorities. Our battalion has

of the Month Boards. We learned that

served diligently in conjunction with

there were actually positive aspects

International Tri-Care SOS to ensure

to conducting these boards in a virtual

medical needs are still being met during

manner. This capability continued with

these trying times. When international

the professional development of our

borders were closed, our battalion staff

junior leaders during austere conditions

under the command of HHC AFNORTH

and created conditions that enabled

led by CPT Glen Kreisher and 1SG

successful

accomplishment

Miguel Hererra worked tirelessly to

of the Army’s STEP process while

staff various Exception to Policies

operating

(ETP) for Service Members to be able

and

initiated

mission
effectively

during

the

complexity of the pandemic.

to cross borders to pick up prescriptions

Additionally,

consolidated

within neighboring country clinics, as

efforts with other mission partners

well as to attend retirement physicals.

the

BN
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community. In the beginning months
of the pandemic, when our SHAPE
medical facility needed extra Medics,
our battalion was there to support and
assist with supplemental manpower.
When the Benelux Garrison stood up
its Emergency Operation Cell, we were
quick to send battle captain NCOs.
When the SHAPE Base Support Group
needed help enforcing social physical
distancing measures on post, we were
there standing tall to enforce. When the
Patriot Express needed support at the
Ramstein PAX terminal, HHC BDE, led
by CPT Sheila Godwin and 1SG Suelyn
Hemmings we were there to assist and
support, and when the USAREUR

Allied Forces North Battalion Resiliency VIdeo

Patriot Express Lodging needed a NCO

We additionally tapped into numerous

planned

Virtual Health options to ensure medical

preventative health measures to contain

man the front.

readiness was maintained. Never, have

the spread of COVID-19.

we relied so heavily on the military’s

Our AFNORTH leaders have done their

With ORGANIZATIONAL

best to strengthen partnerships, build and

EFFECTIVENESS

develop a teams of teams –left, right, up

We have strived to keep our formation

and down across our formations during

as informed as possible during these

this pandemic. Everyone in our unit has

unprecedented times. Communication

been unwavering in their dedication and

has been conducted in extraordinary

commitment to remaining flexible in

measures as we work with mission

the ever-changing environment created

partners

and

by these challenging times. The nature

EUCOM. Information has been pushed

by which we have come together in a

through our own, higher headquarters

truly difficult and dynamic situation is a

with

true testament to the fortitude of the US

virtual health care options.
To keep our Soldiers serving and
remaining strong, we must maintain
a high sense of resiliency. We tackled
this in the telework environment, by
utilizing our social media platforms to
film and share a series of Resiliency
Videos filmed by our chaplain with
the assistance of various company
command teams. We have relayed the
message that in times of crisis it is more
important than ever to prioritize selfcare and mental well-being. Although
these videos are still a work in progress,
we fully recognize that COVID-19 has
impacted our communities, and that we
need to focus and share Army resources
to assist our Soldiers, Army Civilians
and Families.
As a responsible member of the allied
community, we remain vigilant in
implementing necessary changes to

40

the

operations

across

use

and

increasing

USAREUR

of

Facebook Town

as a General Manager, we were there to

Halls, Armed Forces Network ads

Army NATO BRIGADE.

and interviews, Social Media pages,

“Fight Evil, Purge Evil ”

newsletters, texts, phone calls, e-mails,
Microsoft Teams meetings etc. If there
was one thing we learned – it was that
we could not communicate enough!
In addition to keeping our own battalion
mission rolling, we know that the fight
against COVID-19 is bigger than just
our formation. During these times, we
have joined efforts with many mission
partners to create a safe and healthy
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Retention...
and why you should care!
By COL Coleen Carr
Enlisted Career Systems Division, DMPM, DA G-1

I

n our world of persistent policy

how your unit’s Career Counselor is a

Soldier on assignment, scheduling

change, coupled with turbulent

trusted intermediary, focused on not

the Soldier for school, and paying up

the

to $81,000 in incentives, all within

thing

a typical workday. That’s a feat, not

remains constant… the importance of

all AG professionals can claim to

retaining our Soldiers. Today, more

accomplish.

than in the past, our transitioning

By now, you may be asking yourself,

Soldiers are faced with uncertainty in

how does this all tie in with unit

both the employment and academic

readiness? Based on the distributable

sectors. At the same time, our

enlisted inventory, it is impossible to

times

COVID-19

associated

with

pandemic,

one

commanders have been charged with

staff every unit to 100% strength, in

maintaining readiness, all while being

only being the honest broker for both

all MOSs. This is the very reason for

thrust into operating within the virtual

Soldier and unit, but also as a force

Active Component Manning Guidance

environment.

multiplier, trained to help build our

(ACMG). A quick look at the latest In/

of movement across the battlefield

Army.

Out call message will help you identify

wins wars, the ramifications of social

Currently, approximately 1,000 Career

those MOSs that are healthy (N/N -

distancing does not lend itself to the

Counselors (PMOS 79S) manage the

balanced), more than healthy (N/Y –

tight quarters of initial entry training.

day to day operations of the Army’s

over strength), and those needing help

Fear not, as the answer to many of our

active component retention program.

(Y/N – under strength). With this in

readiness hurdles, lay directly outside

The United States Army Reserve,

mind, it’s not always the case that HRC

our office door. One should never

and Army National Guard, retention

can fill your unit’s vacancy. After all,

underestimate the impact leaders, and

personnel, hold a PMOS of 79T

why should they? HRC’s sole purpose

the AG Corps, have on maintaining

(ARNG) and 79V (USAR). Each of

is not to relinquish a Commander of

unit readiness and supporting Army

these personnel has received extensive

their responsibility to retain their

end-strength goals.

training in counseling our Soldiers on

Soldiers. Army Regulation 601-280

During the hustle and bustle of our

the benefits of continued service and

clearly states the retention program

typical workday, most of us are not

the myriad of options available to them.

is a Command responsibility and that

aware of how the Army Retention

Armed with a comprehensive Selective

all commanders are retention officers,

program helps support our readiness

Retention Bonus (SRB) program,

responsible

lines of effort. Unknown to most is

and the ability to directly liaise with

personnel readiness by developing,

the sheer amount of Soldiers retained,

Human Resources Command, your

implementing,

in all three components, during the

unit’s servicing Career Counselor

aggressive

Fiscal Year. This article intends to help

is capable of producing a six-year

programs designed to accomplish

answer some of your questions as to

reenlistment contract, placing the

specific goals and missions.

Although

freedom

for

sustaining
and

local

Army

maintaining

Army

retention
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During Fiscal Year (FY) 2019, the

Counselors,

active component retained over 51.1K

organizational environment

Soldiers at the cost of $380M. Simple

are all critical components

math will show that, on average, it

that influence a Soldier’s

cost ~$7,400 to retain each Soldier.

decision to reenlist or not.

During the same FY, the Army

The retention program has

recruited ~68.2K Soldiers at the cost

developed

of a little over $4 Billion, or ~$60,000

since

on average per Soldier. (Note: The

the all-volunteer force. It

amounts listed above do not account

affords our Soldiers the

for base pay, BAS, BAH, or enlistment

option of stabilization at

bonuses). From a purely economic

their current duty station, the

in or out of the Army. Assisting our

standpoint, the retention program

ability to retrain into another PMOS

Soldiers as they transition to the

provides significant cost savings to our

or

SQI/ASI/Language

civilian sector results in additional

institution. Granted, an Army cannot

identifier, or provide them the option

goodwill ambassadors (influencers)

survive on retention alone; however,

of a CONUS or OCONUS PCS to

for our Army.

every Soldier retained helps offset

fill a valid vacancy. Regardless of

In conclusion, support of the retention

the requirement for a civilian gain.

the option chosen, each helps meet a

program is a basic tenet of good

Viewed through the lens of readiness,

Soldier’s needs, wants, and desires,

leadership,

retention’s impact is more direct and

while at the same time fulfilling an

readiness of our Army, and is a driver

apparent. Taking into consideration

Army requirement.

for cost savings. As AG professionals,

the time required to recruit, ship, and

More recently, the retention program

we

train a new Soldier, accessions have

has adapted to accommodate the

the retention program has on our

a delayed effect on readiness. Unlike

current COVID-19 environment and

profession and our institution. After

a re-enlistee, a recruit only brings

better support our Soldiers. Before

all, AG professionals are leaders too!

institutional knowledge with them

COVID-19, no option existed to

to their first unit. It is the re-enlistee

facilitate continued service of fewer

who brings with them a breadth of

than 12 months. A Soldier’s choice only

operational expertise through CTC

consisted of 12-23 month extensions

rotations or, in most cases, combat

or two to six-year reenlistment. The

deployments. A Commander can have

Response to COVID-19 Outbreak

an immediate impact on their unit’s

Extension (RCOE) was authorized

readiness by retaining their Soldiers.

with the sudden onset of the pandemic.

Through a collective effort focused

the

obtain

Family,

and

significantly
inception

an

of

Virtual Reenlistment

This option allows a Soldier to extend

valuable

for a minimum of three months, up

asset… the Soldier, while leveraging

to 11 months, to help weather the

a powerful incentive and pay system,

COVID-19 storm and better posture

the Army can maximize its readiness

themselves to transition. Ultimately,

posture through an increased focus

the intent is to prepare our Soldiers

on retention. Commanders, Career

to be more productive citizens, both

on
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retaining

our

most
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must

directly

understand

impacts

the

the

impact

1st Air Cavalry Brigade (1ACB)
By CPT Stephanie D. Corder
Brigade S-1

T

he 1st Air Cavalry Brigade

of Operations. 1ACB remains focused

Headquarters, handed over their CACs,

(1ACB) Brigade S-1 team

on

methods

and provided information to update their

is responsible for providing

to maintain effective communication

personnel records to 1ACB Brigade

constant HR services and support

and support with all units and service

clerks servicing Soldiers in PPE and

for

scattered

members assigned to the Brigade; a

utilizing secured wired internet services

throughout the continental United States,

key to success in supporting a dispersed

(VPN).

INDOPACOM, and CENTCOM Area

unit. In response to the restrictions

The Brigade S-1 team was able to

over

2900

Soldiers

developing

innovative

provide flexible service and maintain
social distancing during the minimal
manning period through the utilization
of WiFi PUCs, VPN, power cords, and
tents. The Soldiers receiving customer
service were not allowed to step
outside of their vehicle during their
metric completion, but all vehicles
were turned off during the customer
service process. All Brigade S-1
personnel wore PPE to include latex
that

COVID-19

produced

gloves and medical face masks while

throughout the Army, 1ACB

providing HR Services. The customers

from

recently

were all required to use hand sanitizer,

designed, organized, supervised,

provided by the Brigade S-1 clerk, prior

and successfully executed a

to touching the pin pad, and each pin

COVID-19 physical distancing

pad was sanitized with Lysol following

drive-thru HR Metrics rodeo.

the service completion. The HR drive

Soldiers

five

thru was conducted over a period of

different Battalions drove their

three days, and the results were the

POVs through the Brigade

completion of 40+ Service Member

Fort.

Hood,

assigned

to
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for instantaneous service and

implemented shiftwork throughout

full transparency. The S-1 Sync

the outbreak which consisted of

between the Battalions and

4-hour shifts in the S-1 office for four

Brigade S-1 team are being

personnel at a time, two leaders and

conducted

two clerks.

using

Microsoft

Teams for continued support

The S-1 was able to extend their

and

without

hours due to the shift work and the

personnel contact, ensuring a

hours the brigade was open extended

reduced risk for potential spread

from 0900 to 1700 to 0600 to 1830.

of the Coronavirus.

Additionally, the Brigade S-1 utilized

Life Insurance Policies, 50+ DD93

Lastly, the Brigade S-1 has

VPN to continue the timely processing

updates, and 20+ Personnel Record

maintained RAPIDS operations for the

of actions from home during the

Reviews. The capabilities of the HR

Brigade through the implementation

General Order of Shelter in Place on

Drive Thru resulted in maintaining

of online appointment slots for 30

Fort Hood, TX.

the quarterly standard while providing

minute

relief to Soldiers unable to conduct

allowed for only two personnel to be

synchronization

increments.

This

process

updates in person due to teleworking,
childcare issues, and all non-mission
essential personnel. The improvised
response to the national pandemic,
not only targets HR Metrics, but it
also serves as a teaching and learning
experience for future S-1 leaders on
how to effectively adjust in an austere
Garrison environment and overcome
adversity by thinking “outside the
box” to serve and support our troops.
Moreover, the 1ACB S-1 team has
continued to find creative solutions to
hindrances that were derived during
the outbreak. For example, all actions

in the RAPIDS site at a time and all

and awards are now submitted to

personnel were required to wear PPE

1ACB S-1 through digital drop boxes

which consisted of gloves and a mask.

on their webpage, and all trackers for

The result of RAPIDS services during

COVID 19, awards, and actions are

COVID-19 focused on maintaining

placed on the front of the webpage

readiness. Lastly, the 1ACB S-1

44
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Joint Force Land Component Command’s
Nationwide Support During the COVID-19
Response
By LTC Timothy Hickman, HHBN Commander US Army North and
Ms. Nicole Hawk, Deputy PAO, US Army North

U

.S. Army North is the smallest
of the Army Service Component
Commands, but it is no
stranger to standing up as U.S. Northern
Command’s Joint Force Land Component
Command – tasked with matching federal
military resources to Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s requests for
assistance from state and local officials.
The rapid spread of the virus during the
COVID-19 pandemic placed a burden
on local communities, which required
the JFLCC to be ready to respond at a
moment’s notice anywhere in the United

States. The COVID-19 response was the
first time support was simultaneously
needed across the entire nation with all ten
FEMA regions activated at the same time.
To accomplish the defense support of civil
authorities’ mission, the JFLCC relies
heavily on augmentation staff. At the height
of the response, the JFLCC coordinated
the deployment and Joint Reception,
Staging, and Onward Movement
Integration of more than 9,000 service
members from all three components and
all five branches of service. The process

included medical screenings; reporting
movement restrictions; COVID-19 testing;
and tracking high risk people to help keep
service members, their Families, and
communities safe.
Throughout the response, the JFLCC
employed more than 3,100 medical
personnel and supported more than 130
Federal Emergency Management Agency
approved mission assignments. Included
in the JFLCC medical arsenal were 15
of the newly developed Army Reserve
Urban Augmentation Medical Task Force

Infographic by SPC Ashunteia Smith, US Army North PAO Office
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SPC Gabe Arrieta, a Human Resources Specialist with 584th Combat Sustainment Support Battalion, 10th Mountain Division Sustainment
Brigade, scans SPC Christal Butters’, combat medic, 338-1 Urban Augmented Medical Task Force, Common Access Card at The Javits
Center, in New York City, N.Y., on May 5, 2020. U.S. Northern Command, through U.S. Army North, remains committed to providing flexible
Department of Defense support to the Federal Emergency Management Agency for the whole-of-nation COVID-19 response. (U.S. Army
photo by Sgt. Aimee Nordin)

which consisted of 85 people including
doctors, nurses, respiratory therapists, and
behavioral health providers. Employed
medical personnel included 14 UAMTFs,
two Navy Expeditionary Medical
Facilities, and 325 Air Force and Navy
individual augmentation personnel. They
helped treat patients, including COVID-19
patients, in nine alternate care facilities
and 24 civilian hospitals in nine states.
In just one week, the Javits Center in New
York City transformed from an empty
building into a 500-bed field hospital
capable of treating COVID-19-positive
patients. Additionally, more than 70
mortuary affairs Soldiers supported the
city’s Chief Medical Examiner’s office
at four locations. Behavioral Health
Specialists and military chaplains also
deployed to ensure frontline forces
could continue doing their crucial work
to help communities in need. The Army
46

North Headquarters and Headquarters
Battalion managed the distribution of
personal protective equipment to the
JFLCC headquarters and deployed forces
to help minimize the risk of exposure
to COVID-19. Leaders and Human
Resource professionals played a critical
role in the stand-up and success of the
JFLCC mission. The J1, responsible for
personnel reporting across the nation,
conducted human resources planning
alongside operations. That led to 120
additional personnel from across the
services, including General Officers
supplementing the JFLCC staff. Military
historians deployed to the headquarters
and task forces to document the
monumental efforts of the JFLCC led
COVID-19 response.
Army North’s day-to-day mission did
not stop during the pandemic. The Fort
Sam Houston Caisson Platoon continued
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its mission, providing military funeral
honors plane side escorts and learning
how to train while social distancing.
The 323rd U.S. Army Band “Fort Sam’s
Own” established and manned 24-hour
access control points at critical facilities.
When the musicians were not on sentry
duty, they generated music videos to
share on social media to boost spirits
and prepare for resuming community
engagements. As the demand for federal
military resources decreases, Army
North is working hard to plan for what
may come next, whether additional
COVID-19 or natural disaster support
including hurricanes or wildland fire.
No matter the type of support requested,
Army North stands ready to help the
American people in their time of need.

SECTION V

Around the Corps

Human Resources Operations Branch;
Sustaining the Human Commodity
By MAJ Mercedes Skidmore and WO1 Mark Hicks

E

mbedded in the SPO (Support

and HR Company coordination for

HROB spearheaded TPS utilization for

Operations,

SRC-63,

support to the mission. Casualty Liaison

garrison and deployment operations via

organization)

Teams (CLTs) provided accurate and

AG Soldiers’ assigned NIPR-networked

is the Human Resources Operations

timely casualty reporting and tracking

computers, also providing DCIPs and

Branch (SPO-HROB). The SPO-HROB

information at 627th’s military treatment

TPS classes via HR University to all AG

understands

the

facility (MTF), 2SBCT’s Mortuary Affairs

Soldiers across 4ID and Fort Carson.

sustainment warfighting functions of

(MA) collection points and Division

Additionally, the SPO-HROB provides

logistics, personnel services, and health

HQ G-1. Additionally, the Personnel

loaner TPS laptops and scanners to aid

service support as outlined in FM 1-0, ATP

Accountability Teams (PATs) set up a

S-1/G-1s in all accountability operations.

1-0.2, ADRP 3-0, and ADRP 4-0. Bridging

‘gateway’ and provided accurate personnel

Guided by supported and supporting

the gap, the SPO-HROB combines the

accountability in the ‘theater’ of operations

relationships, the G-1/AGs and S-1s can

logistic-centered sustainment duties of

via Tactical Personnel Systems (TPSs).

request support and resources for postal

the SPO with the Human Resources

Finally, though not utilized in Phase III

and PAT operations through the 4SB SPO-

Company (an SRC-12, human resources

operations of any ‘battle’, Postal Squads

HROB. Finally, these operations, though

organization) ensuring Essential Personnel

(PSs) provided a tactical post office with

Garrison, differ from Defense Support of

Services. The tactical application of HR

the ability to breakdown and provide Mail

Civil Authorities (DSCA) in many ways.

services during garrison, domestic, or war

Delivery Points (MDPs) in austere areas

Defense Support of Civil Authorities

operationalizes the human commodity

upon unit displacement.

Operations

directly correlating to success on the

Subsequently, the SPO-HROB provides

ground.

“Defense Support of Civil Authorities

technical guidance and resources to

(DSCA)

Garrison Operations

SRC-12 HR organizations (S-1/G-1s

sustainment support for natural disasters

“Garrison Operations” includes division

at all echelons, HR Companies, etc.)

that exceed National Guard assets and

and

ensuring they have the capability to

capabilities, and recent response to the

etc.

provide the required casualty, Personnel

COVID-19 pandemic. DSCA operations

The Warhorse Strike Exercise in 2019

Accountability (PA), and postal support.

also encompass any military action that

demonstrated SPO-HROB’s contributions

Over the last 10-months, the SPO-

involves the Military NORTHCOM

a

sustainment

and

subordinate

unit-level

synchronizes

unit-level

specialized

exercises,

training,

Operations”

include
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Division

of assets to account for personnel in

Integration (JRSOI). Below is the

Sustainment Brigade (DSB) currently

the designated NORTHCOM JOAs.

schematic used to describe what JRSOI

subordinate to ARNORTH HQ, the SPO-

These actions primarily encompass the

looks like during DSCA support of the

HROB was responsible for devising,

‘Reception’ tasks of Joint, Reception,

pandemic:

planning and executing HR utilization

Staging,

Figure 1: JRSOI layout at JBMDL, courtesy of

4SB SPO-HROB, FEB 2020

The Joint Personnel Reception Center

deployment coordinator; depicted below

Northeast, consisting of Marines, Army,

is a term used in Joint Publication 3-28

is the SPO-HROB schematic for personnel

Air Force and Navy. Finally, this layout

to describe what a theater gateway is,

reception at Joint Base McGuire-Dix-

as well as the terminology and reception

essentially. All associated tasks are

Lakehurst.

operations mirror combat operations

executed on or near a Base Support

Over 26 days, 4SB SPO-HROB processed

immensely.

Installation (BSI) with the aid of a

more than 2600 personnel into JOA

commanders.

As

the

Figure 2: JPRC layout at JBMDL,
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Onward

Movement,

and

courtesy of 4SB SPO-HROB, MAR
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Combat Operations and Employment

The SPO-HROB monitors the rate of

Mail Terminal (JMMT). The SPO-HROB

Arguably, the most important commodity

casualties, which directly correlates to the

monitors the MMT and APO to ensure

on the battlefield is personnel. The

rate of replacements affecting the overall

all postal transactions meet the intent and

Ground Combatant Commander (GCC)

FML.

CLT’s

regulations of the theater and the United

will leverage all other commodities and

casualty reporting at key areas across

States Postal Service. Finally, given the

movement in support of obtaining more

and AO, determining additional assets

SPO and SPO-HROB relationship, SPO

personnel or reinforcing personnel actions

or coordination is necessary. Typically,

coordinates for transportation and delivery

against the enemy and enemy objectives.

CLTs are co-located with Mortuary Affairs

of the thousands of tons of mail per day

The Sustainment Brigade Commander,

(MA), Role III at a Combat Surgical

across the AO.

prioritizing this commodity in JRSOI

Hospital (CSH), and Corp Headquarters.

In conclusion, successful SPO-HROB

including movement to the (FLOT)

The task of the CLT is not to initiate

operations demonstrate a balance: the art of

Forward-Line-Of-Troops, tasks the SPO.

casualty reporting but to track via DCIPs

interpersonal skills, health services support

Thus the SPO-HROB, entrusted with the

the ever-changing status of casualties

with the science of logistics support. PA,

planning, coordination, and oversight of

at that site, informing all echelons of

casualty, and postal operations require a

the human commodity, begins to work

personnel

Subsequently,

demonstration in empathy and compassion

Essential Personnel Services across a

CLTs coordinate with units should a

while adhering to the Commander’s intent

Theater and/or Area of Operation (AO).

Service Member be returned to duty and

in an, oftentimes, austere environment.

The

Personnel

thus moved towards the FLOT. Finally,

Guidance given by the SPO-HROB

Accountability Teams (TG PAT) account

while casualties are not a commodity, the

through planning and implementation of

for and process all personnel entering and

SPO utilizes transportation and lift assets

assets can have a major impact down to

exiting any theater during every phase

to transfer remains across the battlefield

an individual Soldier’s morale in a given

of an operation. The HROB coordinates

to a designated APOD/SPOD for onward

AO. The SPO-HROB tactical arm across

for the placement and allocation of

movement to Dover AFB. In DSCA

garrison, DSCA, and wartime operations

the TG PAT (typically at an Aerial or

operations, this process looks a little

ensures victory, ultimately positioning the

Seaport of debarkation/APOD or SPOD).

different in that the CONUS CAC will

human commodity in the right place, at the

During different phases of an operation,

handle remains locally, given a number of

right time.

TG PATs manifest and track aerial

civilian agencies.

movement of personnel around an AO.

A commodity near and dear to every

The

oversight

Soldiers heart is mail. Whether it is a

as to the accuracy of accountability

care package from home or and Amazon

transactions utilizing the TPS and the

delivery, mail drives morale. Postal

Deployed Theater Accountability System

Operations can produce up to two pounds

(DTAS). The HROB assists in monitoring

of mail per Soldier deployed per day.

force management levels (FML) to

The SPO-HROB coordinates PS support

ensure deploying units are within their

to every branch of service as well as

allotted force cap. Moreover, the SPO-

DoD employees and civilian contractors

HROB coordinates sustainment assets

deployed in an AO. This translates into

providing theater RSOI requirements

thousands of tons of mail distributed

including billeting and food for personnel

across the AO to and from the Military

transitioning through an APOD or SPOD.

Mail Terminal (MMT) or Joint Military

Theater

SPO-HROB

Gateway

provides

SPO-HROB

monitors

disposition.
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NCO EVALUATION BOARDS
Why Change?
By Mr. Gerald Purcell, SGM (Ret), Personnel Policy Integrator, DMPM, G-1
(First in a series of articles on NCO Evaluation Boards)

T

he Army is transitioning from

For the past fifty years, the Army created

year service obligation for the follow-on

convening

annual

enlisted

a mission for NCO selection boards

grade This two year projection could not

centralized

selection

boards

to “select” NCOs for promotion based

account for variables – changes in NCO

for Regular Army and United States

on projected requirements. Prior to the

availability, force structure adjustments,

Army Reserve noncommissioned officers

implementation of Select-Train-Educate-

and a possible downturn in an individual

(NCOs) in order to improve personnel

Promote (STEP) policy in 2016, the Army

NCO’s performance.

readiness,

development,

would attempt to project how many NCOs

Because NCO evaluation boards qualify

leader development, and reinforce the

were needed to support achieving a 100%

NCOs for potential promotion by placing

professionalism of our Army’s NCO

operating strength in every grade and

them on a merit-based list (OML), the

Corps. This transition is fundamental

every MOS. Projections typically look to

requirement to project losses and future

for our Army to move from an industrial

create a selection list that would satisfy

requirements is eliminated. More Soldiers

age of personnel management to the

requirements about 15 months forward

are afforded consideration for placement

information age. Instead of the traditional

in time while trying to accurately capture

on an OML and potential selection for

“selection” boards, the Army is conducting

and forecast projecting potential future

promotion. The ability to man formations

an annual evaluation board process where

authorizations and unavailable Soldiers.

“as needed” is immediately addressed

SSG and above are evaluated based on

With STEP, a 15 month projection was

provided there are fully qualified NCOs

their performance and potential in order

insufficient because of the time required

in on an approved OML. The forced

to create an order of merit list (OML).

to allow all of the promotion selects

promotion of NCOs selected based on

These OMLs rank order board-eligible

to complete their mandatory PME and

decisions made two years ago is completed

NCOs within their Career Progression

qualify them for promotion. A 24 month

eliminated and skill and grade imbalances

MOS (CPMOS) based on individual merit.

forecast resulted in a two-year board

caused by exhausting a promotion list is

Evaluation boards are not selection boards

process with the first year designed to

eliminated.

and the OML is not a promotion selection

provide for training “promotion selects”

list or a training selection list. The board

and the second year for promoting them.

results do not “select” anyone for any

Concurrent with changing the promotion

specific thing. The OMLs inform who will

window a selection board was programmed

be identified for training, appointment,

to support, eligibility for promotion

specialized assignments, promotions and

consideration based on remaining service

retention, after applying eligibility and

was reduced by one additional year to

qualification criteria to them.

ensure all NCOs who were ultimately

OBJECTIVE:

selected for promotion had sufficient

Readiness.
50

professional

Improve

Personnel

remaining service to meet the three-
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Beginning with the May 2021 promotion
month, the Army will announce all
Soldiers by name “selected” for promotion
to Sergeant (SGT) through Sergeant Major
(SGM). These announcements will occur
not later than the 15th day of the month
prior to the promotion month. Promotion
points and cutoff scores will continue to
inform selection for promotion pin-on to
SGT and Staff Sergeant (SSG) as they do

today. However, selection for promotion

NCOs cannot attend training as scheduled,

whose potential is not to standard based

pin-on to SFC and through Sergeant

the next name on the OML is given that

on either documented indiscipline or poor

Major (SGM) will be informed based on

training opportunity.

performance as evidenced within their

an NCO’s eligibility, qualifications, and

OBJECTIVE:

placement on an approved OML.

Development.

OBJECTIVE: Improve Professional

All

Development.

automation process) into HRC’s Manner

In order to support training of best

of Performance (MoP) tool after is

qualified NCOs earlier in the process,

approved. It will help formulate and inform

eligibility for consideration by an NCO

a MoP score that is used by Professional

evaluation board allows NCOs who have

Development (PD) NCOs with their role in

completed 18-months’ time in grade. This

identifying NCOs for assignment selection

sets conditions to support a train-ahead

to key developmental positions or against

philosophy;

accelerated

strategic broadening opportunities. All

training opportunities to fully qualify

NCOs are encouraged to contact their PD

Soldiers for promotion pin-on who were

NCO at HRC to discuss their records and

identified as best qualified by the board,

their development. The OML standings

based on their OML standing. The OML

will be conveyed directly to NCOs in

is then used to identify, based on merit,

the Army Career Tracker which informs

who will be selected to attend a PME

each individual exactly how they stand

course. Training opportunities are afforded

when compared against their peers (in

to NCOs starting at OML #1 and so on,

the same career progression MOS). This

The transition of our NCO promotion

working down the list. This transition to a

information should be used by the NCO

system from a linear, time based approach

“train ahead” process ensures best qualified

to the maximum extent. Talk to your

to an information age, qualification

Soldiers are trained as early as possible;

mentors, PD NCO, and unit leaders. Do

approach supports our Army’s efforts to

qualifying them for promotion in support

you have the right experiences? If not, get

further talent management in our NCO

of STEP policy. Training opportunities are

help in securing the right positions to get

Corps. An OML generated approach

limited to funded seats. School managers

them. Do you need PME? If you do, work

will use the OML to fill all funded PME

towards higher placements on the OML –

training seats. By far, most NCOs will

your NCO support channel can and should

be found fully qualified by a board – but

help you with this.

allowing

for

simply being fully qualified does not mean
you will be selected for a training seat.
Because selection is OML informed, best
qualified NCOs will be offered training
opportunities in order to further qualify
them for future promotion pin-on. When

OMLs

Improve

Leader

record. When this occurs, the Army will
identify that NCO as not qualified for

will

feed

(through

an

retention. This will result in the initiation
of a bar to continued service. The purpose
of the bar is to inform the NCO that their
potential for continued service is at risk.
Denial of continued service facilitates
accomplishment of the Army’s strategic
objectives to improve readiness and sustain
a workforce of trusted professionals by
employing NCOs to the maximum effect.
Continued service is not an entitlement;
rather it is earned. All NCOs are expected
to perform to standard, maintain good
order and discipline and live the Army
values. Failure to do so places continued
service at risk. This provisions maintain
the professionalism of the NCO Corps.

sets the conditions to enhance readiness,
professional

development,

leader

development, and the professionalism of
our Army’s NCO Corps.

OBJECTIVE: Improve professionalism
of the NCO Corps.
Being an NCO is a profession; you are
a member of a professional Corps. An
NCO’s board score and placement on
the OML may identify individual NCOs
1775 | Fall 2020
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MacArthur Awardee Proud of
Asian-Pacific Heritage

G

rowing up in a small fishing
village on the southeast coast of
China, Meirong never imagined
that one day she’d be recognized as an elite
leader in the U.S. Army. Chief Warrant
Officer 2 Meirong Magee was recently
selected for the Army’s prestigious General
Douglas MacArthur Leadership Award.
The Human Resources Technician at
25th Infantry Division is one of only four
warrant officers and two dozen captains to
receive the Army-level award this year for
exemplifying the ideals of duty, honor and
country. “It was not an easy path for me to
be where I am and who I am today,” she
said. “I cannot thank enough my past and
present leaders and mentors who believed
in me and guided me along the way.” She
added the award is actually a reflection of
their leadership. Fisherman’s daughter

By Gary Sheftick
Mei Wang was born in Dong Tou, a
village in China’s Fujian Province where
“everybody knows each other,” she
said. Her father was a fisherman and her
mother was a housewife. Her hometown
was southeast of Fuzhou, a city with a
population of about 7 million and the
capital of the province. Fuzhou had been a
thriving seaport since the days of the Ming
Dynasty when fleets sailed down the Min
River to the Indian Ocean, the Philippines,
and on to Africa. In the 1800s, the city was
known to westerners as Foochow, and it
was one of five cities in China completely
open to western trade and missionaries.
Mei’s family lived in Lianjiang County,
directly across from the island of Taiwan.
Beginning in the late 1980s, the people of
her county began a massive emigration to
western nations like the United Kingdom
and the United States.
As a young girl, Mei
actually had dreams of
someday joining the
People’s
Liberation
Army in China. After
beginning
school,
though,
she
was
impressed with her
instructors there and
decided to aim her sights
instead on becoming a
teacher. She attended
Lianjiang Shangde High
School, which she said
is one of the best schools
in the area to prepare
students for college. “It
was very competitive,”
she added.

CW3 Meirong Magee
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She was accepted at
Quanzhou
Normal
University,
located
about 125 miles south
in the historical city of
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Quanzhou, the starting point of the ancient
Maritime Silk Road. At the university
there, she studied hard for more than three
years to become a physics teacher.
Faced with a dilemma
Just months before graduation, however,
she received word that her family had been
accepted for immigration into the United
States. She was given the choice of either
finishing college or going with
her family, she said. She chose to
accompany her family. She immigrated
to the United States in March 2007 and
her family eventually settled in Braintree,
Massachusetts. But before long, she was
offered a job by her father’s friend, who
owned a Chinese restaurant in Savannah,
Georgia.
“People from my hometown basically
either own a Chinese food place, or they
work at a Chinese food place,” she said.
Mei had learned some basic English words
in high school and college, she said, but
couldn’t hold a full conversation. She
felt lucky, she said, that she was given a
chance to work as a waitress and learn the
language. After four months, though, she
aspired to do more than wait on customers.
“I started wondering what the purpose of
my life was, and I realized that I didn’t
want to do what I was doing for the next 10
years,” she said.
New adventure
One day while serving a Chinese-American
customer, she learned he was a U.S. Army
Soldier and they began talking about the
profession. “‘I said, ‘You know what, let
me give it a try.’ I had a dream to be a
Soldier. So I went ahead and took a test,”.
She’s an “adventure person” at heart, she
said. So in October 2007, she enlisted in
the Army. “It wasn’t easy at the beginning,”
she said, because of the language barrier.

She only understood about a third of
what they were telling her at the Military
Entrance Processing Station, and was
unsure of everything she was committing
to. “I’m not a big fan of working outside,”
so they put her in a job working inside -an HR position which requires a high level
of the English language. “But I met great
people,” who helped and mentored her.
“The people around me supported me and
believed in me,” she said. “They got me to
where I am today.”
At her first duty station, Fort Carson,
Colorado, she was assigned to the 4th
Brigade Special Troops Battalion of the
4th Infantry Division. Her NCOIC was
SFC Jason Coulter and Mei said he was the
first leader “who truly believed in me.” He
taught her the importance of understanding
each Soldier’s motivation. “Know how to
find your Soldiers’ motivation,” she said.
“It’s not until you understand them that
you can put a team together.” She deployed
with her team to Jalalabad, Afghanistan, in
May 2009. One of her duties was to make
the mail run for her unit from Forward
Operating Base Finley Shields to FOB
Fenty and back. After returning to Fort
Carson in May 2010, the specialist grew
closer to SPC Michael Magee, a power
generator mechanic. The two married the
following year.
New rank
Mei said she has made an effort to
understand the roles and responsibilities
of all Soldiers. “I’m more of a technical
person,” she said. “I really enjoy making
the process better.” That’s why she was
really attracted to the role of the warrant
officer as a technical expert. She perceived
one of their missions “was to make life
easier.” She saw that NCOs were focused
on taking care of Soldiers. But warrant
officers went beyond that and were also
focused on the system. “Is the system
effective enough; is the [right] policy in
place?” she gave as an example. “Warrant
officers take a broader view,” she added.
She was a staff sergeant promotable when
she was appointed an adjutant general

warrant officer in 2016. Warrant officers
have a unique and wonderful community,
she said, adding that she’s proud to be part
of the cohort.
Remembering her heritage
Mei said she is also proud of her heritage.
She still does her best to join her family in
celebrating the Chinese New Year, which
falls in late January or early February,
depending upon the lunar calendar. “The
Lunar New Year is all about getting
together and enjoying the food,” she said.
“I’m a huge foodie.” She also keeps in
contact with her sister, who still works back
in Fujian province. They keep in contact
through online chatting apps, she said. “I
visited her a few times in the past,” Mei
said, “but not in recent years.” Her favorite
author is a Chinese writer who went by
the pen name Sanmao. After living in the
Sahara Desert and traveling around Africa,
Sanmao wrote one of her most acclaimed
books, “The Stories of Sahara.” “I don’t
think I will like a desert,” Mei said, “but I
want to check it out because of my favorite
writer.” Mei said “one of her biggest
supporters” is still her mother, who came
to visit her two years ago in Hawaii, along
with her father and younger brother.
Aloha place
“Hawaii is such a spiritual, Aloha place,”
she said. “I really enjoy it.” “The most
relaxing thing I can do is ride my jeep
around the island” with the windows
down listening to music, she said. “There’s
nothing better than that. The breeze is
perfect. The weather is perfect. People are
always so friendly. I really enjoy Hawaii.”
She and her husband, now a staff sergeant,
have visited most of the other islands in
Hawaii -- Kauai, the big island of Hawaii,
and Maui. “Oahu is beautiful and has
many of the best sights and beaches, but
it is a little too crowded,” she said. Maui
is my favorite so far.” She likes to travel
and hike, and enjoys checking out different
cultures and meeting new people.
New command

at the 25th Infantry Division, having just
transferred there a few weeks ago from
the 500th Military Intelligence Brigade.
The brigade commander there actually
nominated her for the MacArthur award.
When she moves to a new location, she tries
to spend time in one-on-one conversations
to understand the Soldiers, she said. Some
have clear goals. Others she must “help
them to find their motivation.” “I wouldn’t
say that I can read people well, but I do my
best to get to know them,” she added.
Respecting each other is the most
important thing, she said. “The Army is
a melting pot,” she said. “I got to meet a
lot of people from different cultures.” She
doesn’t believe the values of the people in
China and America are all that different.
“I think human beings -- no matter what
race or color, what country” –- they are the
same deep down. They all share the same
“key core value” of caring about each other.
It’s important to care for your Soldiers,
she said, “because it’s not about you, it’s
about how can you serve them.” When not
caring for Soldiers, Mei is volunteering
for non-profit organizations on Hawaii.
She has been spending her weekends to
assist the North Shore Community Land
Trust to “protect, steward, and enhance the
natural landscapes and cultural heritage”.
Once she retires from the Army, she’d
like to dedicate her full energy to serving
a non-profit group, she said. “Leadership
is all about caring, being agile and serving
others,” she said. “The philosophy has
been the same since I learned that from
CSM Christian Carr, one of my significate
mentors in my early military career. “The
Army has made me a better leader to
understand the true meaning of serving
others,” she said.
(Note: MacArthur Leadership awards are
normally presented by the Chief of Staff
of the Army in May or early June at the
Pentagon. This year, due to COVID-19,
the ceremony has been tentatively moved
to October.) Previously published in Army.
mil, May 13, 2020

Mei is getting to know new people now
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Colorado Army Reserve Soldier tests mental,
physical strength during 100-mile snowshoe race
By MAJ Linda Gerron, 11th Expeditionary Combat Aviation Brigade
FORT CARSON, Colo. —
Snowshoeing has the reputation of
being an excruciating sport, even
when performed recreationally
rather than competitively. The sport
is known to test the cardiovascular
system, core strength and total-body
conditioning thanks to the extra
equipment and the unpredictable
terrain during the winter. So, what
drives athletes to compete in a
sport that involves running up and
down mountains, through multiple
feet of snow, all while donning
cumbersome footwear? For Chief
Warrant Officer 3 David S. Kleparek,
Human Resources Technician with
the 11th Expeditionary Combat
Aviation Brigade, Army Reserve
Aviation Command, his drive comes
from the thrill of the challenge and
his pursuit of superior physical
fitness — part of the Army’s Holistic
Health and Fitness integrated
approach. Kleparek has a history of
participating in endurance events,
such as the 70-hour Death Race and
multiple marathons. Nevertheless,
after victoriously completing them,
he regularly finds himself searching
for the next big challenge. “I feel the
fulfilling events are the ones that take
my entire body’s effort and attention
for a great period of time,” Kleparek
said. “So, after marathon distances,
I decided ultra-events were the next
logical step.”
54

S u b s e q u e n t l y,
on
Feb.
28,
Kleparek was one
of 17 registered
participants
to
show up and
compete in the
Snow
Devil
Snowshoe Race:
Winter Ultra in the
Green Mountains
of
Vermont.
During the race,
Kleparek recalls
having a lot of
time to think,
something
that
can often mentally
challenge athletes,
but he refused
to lose control
Chief Warrant Officer 3 David S. Kleparek, Human Resources
of his emotional Technician with the 11th Expeditionary Combat Aviation Brigade,
poses with the medal, buckle and plaque he won during the Snow
and mental state. Devil Snowshoe Race: Winter Ultra in the Green Mountains of
Feb. 29, 2020. Kleparek placed first in the snowshoe
“I
know
how Vermont,
race after completing 100 miles in 36 hours, 54 minutes and 30
running for hours seconds. (Photo by By MAJ Linda Gerron)
can quickly lead
completing 100 miles in 36 hours,
to anger and depression,” he said. 54 minutes, and 30 seconds.
“But I never considered the idea of Needless to say, he was also the
quitting. I had trained so hard and only competitor to complete all
traveled so far that even if I wasn’t 100 miles, and the second in
going to make the cutoff time, I the history of the race. Master
was still going to go until the end Sgt. John Follett, senior human
of the race.”
resources
noncommissioned
On the evening of Feb. 29,
Kleparek’s mental and physical
stamina paid off when he placed
first in the snowshoe race after
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officer for the 11th ECAB, recalls
telling Kleparek he was “a nut for
registering for the race.” However,
there was never a doubt in Follett’s

mind that Kleparek would succeed.
“When he told me he was the only
person to finish the race, I told
him ‘You’re a machine,’” Follett
said. “His response to me was,
‘I’m a very broken machine at the
moment.’” “Nevertheless, I think
I speak for everyone when I say
it’s amazing to witness Kleparek’s
mental capacity to push through
the physical anguish, hunger, and
sleep deprivation to finish the race,”
he added. CPT Paul A. Castellini,
Headquarters and Headquarters
commander, agreed with Follett.
“This is quite an accomplishment,
and it shows his dedication, fitness,
and ability to persevere in the
face of adversity,” he said. “Under
the Army’s new physical fitness
requirements, you need to be fit and
resilient in more categories, which
means a greater commitment to
health and fitness. Mr. Kleparek’s
ability to endure this race, in
freezing and snowy
conditions,
proves
he is capable of
excelling in anything
that comes his way.”

places. At the same time, he hopes
to motivate his Soldiers to be
more physically active by stepping
outside of their comfort zone. The
most significant piece of advice
he offers to those considering
ultra-endurance events is not to let
excuses enter your mind.

Colorado’s Manitou Incline for 12
straight hours. “I want to prepare
my mind for what I’m going to do
next, whether in combat or hard
endurance events,” he said. “As
Soldiers, we have to maintain a
certain level of fitness to be ready
to move and fight, and this is what
“I don’t expect people to try to do motivates me to be that Soldier and
what I do because it’s taken me a make healthier decisions.”
decade or more of training to get to (Previously published on the U.S
this point,” Kleparek said. “Start at Army Reserve Official Website on
your level, but increase how often April 3, 2020.)
you train. After you’ve gradually
improved, try to compete in more
challenging events progressively.
If you find you have energy left
over after an event, you know
you could have done more. Stick
to a plan, and you’ll be surprised
with yourself after just a couple of
months.” For now, Kleparek will
continue to train by running six
to eight miles three days a week,
cross-train with weights, and loop

Kleparek’s
next
challenge will be to
compete in the Peak
Bloodroot
Ultra,
another
100-mile
trail race also in
Vermont. According
to
Kleparek,
he
intends to continue
challenging his limits
while pushing himself
into uncomfortable
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The Future Evolution of
Army Human Resources
By COL Daryl Morse, Director TRADOC Integration Office

T

he recently published FM 3-0:

by operational commanders.

HR processes.

Operations

As problems are identified, there is a

In the end, Army Human Resources

multitude of possible solutions.

can become a broader human capital

describes

how

the Army is transitioning its

operational environment. The emergence
of threats such as China, Russia, Iran,

Data

standardization

drives

community focused on planning and

technological improvements.

data.

the Army shifts its focus of the last 20

Data holds the key to HR improvements.

HR Professionals become analytical

years from counterinsurgency to a multi-

Through the increased pendulum shift to

vs. transactional.

domain environment. This shift in priority

HR standardization, data collection, and

Historically, the Army HR professionals’

has also created an unprecedented

analysis, the Army HR Professional can

role has been transactional in which

expansion of the operational domains

focus their modernization efforts more

they served as the responsible agent for

to encompass space and cyberspace.

precisely.

day-to-day

With these tremendous changes, the next

Part of this shift is the movement away

However, the change in the Army’s focus

conflict will be far more complicated

from manual processes to the collection

from operational to strategic discipline

than most Army personnel have seen in

and analysis of data. Additionally,

creates a corresponding transition for

their careers. This dynamic shift requires

developing

HR

the Human Resources community in

a corresponding refocus by the Army’s

technology that uses software as a service

which we must provide commanders

Adjutant General Corps and Human

is a game-changer. The subsuming of

at all levels with the capability to

Resources community to embrace fresh

multiple HR systems and processes

make more data-driven decisions. No

concepts and ideas to continue providing

creates commonality across military

longer will S-1/G-1s be focused on the

support to our primary customer, the

departments. The creation of a single

collecting and reporting of personnel

American Soldier and their loved ones.

system and a single database creates core

data in an environment in which keeping

While this shift in focus demands the

capabilities.

records provide no strategic value. The

identification and implementation of a

Suppose the reality is that we want

myriad of new combat platforms and

to use data to drive decisions in our

concepts, the HR Warrior must look not

operational planning processes. In that

Civilian HR vs. Military HR – “round

just inward regarding past experiences

case, we have to understand the data,

peg in a square hole”.

but in the advances made by our

speak a common language in terms of

For

civilian HR brethren. The future of the

the data, and create common standards.

Professional has practiced their craft

HR Professional can be driven by the

This data standardization effort creates

through a combination of institutional

harnessing of cutting edge technology

a future in which artificial intelligence,

and proverbial “on the job” training,

and big data to expand our purview and

machine learning, and possibly robotics

but the increasing complexity of HR

become the combat multiplier demanded

automation will play a significant role in

support and the sheer volume of possible

and North Korea have demanded that

56

an

overarching
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administrative

functions.

burgeoning access to unlimited data
turns information into decision making.

many

years

the

Army

HR

data available to the HR Soldier and

we must reposition ourselves as a partner

identifying key performers who may not

leader makes that paradigm no longer

in as many warfighting functions as

typically stand out from the group.

realistic. The current reality is that the

possible.

The HR community may need to

human resources field of 2020/21 is

To

HR

identify personnel who understand and

light-years ahead of a recent time when

community must increase its strategic

grasp the increased use of analytics.

HR was viewed through the prism of

value by developing the ability to make

The current trends in big data provide

administrative duties. While Human

accurate

based

new opportunities for HR Professionals

Resources professionals still perform

on understanding end goals of multiple

to prove their value. This change could

traditional tasks such as the personnel

communities and developing metrics

create a corresponding environment in

status report or leave forms, they also

that describe more than lagging HR

which organizations want personnel to

play a pivotal role in high-level planning

metrics such as DD93/SGLV updates.

provide analysis or projections based

with

advising

These new trends could include how

on this data. Ultimately this will create

command on strategic direction and the

long it takes to assign an individual in

teams who drive positive change by

shaping of critical policies.

the AIM2 environment.

utilizing the information derived from

With these increasing roles, our HR

These skills must be developed at the

data analysis.

brethren must show how they are

lowest level possible and cannot be

The

dedicated to their craft. This dedication

“outsourced” to the next level. Strategic

operational domains is changing the

can be demonstrated by pursuing HR

planning requires organic unit expertise.

concept of the battlefield, and HR

AG

professionals

responsibilities

for

certification, which helps to distinguish
between an HR expert and a professional
by demonstrating a commitment to
development and providing professional
confidence.
“Be

prepared

for

continuous

refinement that will be needed as the
world outside continues to change.”

achieve

this

equity,

the

estimates/projections

professionals

must

not

only

current

competition

must

in

recognize

the

and

understand and demonstrate proficiency

embrace this shift. This shift is not

in HR activities but operations and

necessarily tactical but looks to provide

strategy.

accurate, responsive data to commanders

HR will increasingly utilize analytics
and big data to augment its value to
the Army.

to facilitate current and future planning
efforts. This shift will no longer be
executed through the use of information
at a user’s fingertips with a pivot table’s

Army HR professionals must embrace

assistance. However, it must use cutting

analytics and “big data” to become

edge technology and concepts from the

strategic leaders.

civilian HR workforce. Despite this

has a half-life; thus, it is safe to assume

Their grasp of data and metrics will

shift in information capability, we must

that we will have to prepare for changes

determine the future career progression

ensure that HR Professionals prepare

faster than we can implement the newly

of HR professionals. While S-1/G-

for a fight most have never experienced

acquired skills.

1s already use some metric collection

before while remaining careful not to

processes, we can expect to see new

lose the hard-won skills and procedures

metrics

from deployments to diverse locations

In a time of rapid technological changes,
continuous improvement is essential.
Studies show that proficiency in a skill

Strategic

thinking

the

community’s

HR

must

become

new

core

competence.
As we move to a streamlined HR data

tracked

and

implemented

across the HR spectrum. These metrics

across the globe.

could include career progression and
availability for promotion, let alone

collection and processing environment,
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In Memoriam: COL (Ret) Louis Rose
Former Director of the Adjutant General School (AGS)

A

mid its successes and

five Corps. Much of the success in

Administrative Officer for the Army

progress in 2019, the AG

navigating these difficult changes was

War College that led to his selection

Corps lost one of its most

directly attributable to COL (Ret) Rose’s

as the Deputy Chief of the General

notable leaders. COL (Ret) Louis Rose

wisdom and expertise.

Officer Management Office (GOMO)

who was Director of the AGS (1982

COL (Ret) Rose was a native of

where he oversaw the Army’s general

- 1983 and from 1984 - 1985) passed

Brooklyn, New York City, and like GEN

officer selection boards. In 1977, he ran

away in August 2019 from lung cancer.

(Ret) Colin Powell, took ROTC while

the Army portion of a congressionally

He made a lasting impact on the Corps

attending then City College of New York

mandated review of all general officer

teaching and developing a generation of

graduating in 1960. As a Lieutenant he

positions in the Department of Defense.

AG Lieutenants.

graduated from the Infantry Officers

He was instrumental in helping defend

COL (Ret) Rose led the AGS during

Basic Course, the Ranger Course, and

against some severe cuts in general

a particularly turbulent period as the

then served a combat arms detail at Fort

officer positions under consideration.

AG Corps dealt with the significant

Hood, Texas. Once he joined the AG

Later while GEN Bernard W. Rogers,

downsizing

of

Corps, he quickly became an expert on

former Army Chief of Staff, served as the

the Army known as The Army of

the Army human resources systems and

Supreme Allied Commander in Europe,

Excellence.

restructurings

became highly sought after on Army-

COL (Ret) Rose served as his Adjutant

included the combining of the AG and

wide staffs for his expertise. In Vietnam

General of SHAPE and from there he

G-1 into a single position in Divisions

he served on GEN Westmoreland’s

attended the Army War College. He later

and the designing and standing up of

MACV staff.

earned a MBA from Boston University

the Personnel Groups in the Army’s

In the late 1960s he served a tour as the

in 1982.
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and

restructuring

These
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At the conclusion of a long and

From COL (Ret) Clyde H. Tull:

personally

productive career, COL (Ret) Rose was

I met Lou Rose in the summer of 1976

prepared for the President’s signature.

selected as the Deputy Chief of Staff for

when I was selected to work for him

He was an excellent writer - clear,

Personnel for Sixth Army, a three-star

as Executive Officer in the Chief of

concise and thorough. He was patient and

command headquartered at the Presidio

Staff of the Army’s General Officer

unflappable, and he could not have been

of San Francisco, California, that

Management Office (GOMO) in the

a better role model. I greatly admired

oversaw Reserve and Active integration

Pentagon. A superb and trainer and

his self-confidence, integrity, quiet

and training in the western third of the

coach, Lou quickly helped me adjust to

dignity, work ethic and determination.

continental United States. Importantly

working in GOMO’s fast-paced, rarified

Fifteen years later at the Presidio of San

this fulfilled a promise to his wife and

environment. Watching him interact with

Francisco, I was honored to work with

two daughters to get them back to their

the Army’s most senior officers, with

Lou again for a brief time before he

California roots before he retired.

their strongly held views concerning

retired. It was a joy to reconnect with

After retirement from the Army, COL

their own careers, was Lou’s master

him and his lovely wife, Marcia. We

(Ret) Rose joined the prestigious

class in confidence, professionalism and

socialized on numerous occasions, and I

multinational services firm Ernst &

diplomacy.

was again in awe of his professionalism

Young LLP as Director of Administration

I was amazed at how Lou could so

followed by Associate Director of

carefully analyze the strengths and

Human Resources (1990-2001). He was

talents of over 450 generals and make

also a Red Cross volunteer for more

perfect assignment recommendations,

than 20 years. COL (Ret) Rose will

which capitalized on each officer’s

be missed by his former military and

unique abilities. He was always focused

civilian colleagues, friends and family,

on personnel decisions which were best

and last but not least, his Army Ranger

for the Army and its future, earning him

buddies. His wife and daughters said that

the trust and respect of not only those on

although they will miss him terribly, they

the Pentagon E-Ring, but also the entire

are thankful that he is free from pain.

general officer corps.

Contributing authors include (in rank

Lou set the highest standards of office

/ last name order): COL (Ret) Ruth

procedures and practices. He was the

Collins, COL (Ret) Jim Crouch, COL

best administrator I ever met, keeping

(Ret) Gerry Early, and COL (Ret) Clyde

track of numerous, complex and time-

H. Tull.

sensitive tasks, while making time to

review

every

document

and strength of character. Lou enjoyed a
long and distinguished Army career. In
every position he held, he exemplified
the epitome of the professional AG
officer. He sought the tough jobs, and
he performed them exceedingly well.
He loved being an AG officer, doing
the important work of taking care of the
Army’s most crucial asset, its Soldiers
and their Families. He set the example
and encouraged others to do their best.
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Pennsylvania National Guard Introduces
The Military Family Education Program Act 32 of 2019
By CW4 Teresa R. Watkins, PAARNG
Assistant Secretary of the General Staff
Pennsylvania National Guard (PANG)

token of appreciation from the PANG to

Guard. The MFEP grant can be used

can pay for your Family’s college

say thank you to our Military Families

for a degree granting curriculum

education!

for their personal sacrifice.

or

Pennsylvania is one of the largest

Pennsylvania’s Governor, Pennsylvania’s

course of study or training programs

National Guard states in the United States

Adjutant General and the Pennsylvania

required for entrance into a specific

of America. Our organization is proud

General

to

career. It must be used at Pennsylvania

to announce, the first-in-nation Military

recognize and support the Families of

institutions of higher learning approved

Family Education Program (MFEP). The

Pennsylvania National Guard (PANG)

by Pennsylvania Higher Education

PANG is all about Family, and we want

service members and to increase

Assistance Agency (PHEAA), for up to

to acknowledge our Families’ service

retention in the PANG. On 1 July 2019,

five academic years, which equate to ten

and sacrifice. The spouses and children

Pennsylvania’s Governor signed into law

(10) academic semesters, at twelve (12)

make many sacrifices to support their

House Bill 1324, authorizing the MFEP

credits per semester, for a total of 120

loved ones in uniform. Many times it is

and expanded our current Education

total credits. The service member has the

during a lengthy deployment, sometimes

Assistance Program (EAP).

option to assign the entire benefit to one

it is drill weekend, other times it is a last

What is Military Family Education

minute call to support a natural disaster

Program (MFEP)?

or emergency; regardless of the call
of duty, our servicemen and women
desperately need the support of their
Family, so they can focus on protecting
the homeland. The MFEP is a small

60

Assembly

partnered

The MFEP provides an educational
assistance grant for dependents (spouse

certificate

granting

curriculum,

dependent or a portion of the benefit to
more than one dependent.
What are the eligibility requirements
for MFEP?

or children), earned by airmen and

MFEP is earned by the PANG member

soldiers for their commitment and

committing to serve for an additional

service to the Pennsylvania National

six years after completion of their first
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service obligation in the PANG. For

their initial and subsequent six year

six years of PANG service. Through

enlisted airmen and soldiers this is a

service obligation to the PA Guard,

this grant, military spouses and-or their

reenlistment obligation; for officers/

and is later separated under honorable

children can see a way forward with

warrant officers it is a service obligation.

conditions, the member will be issued a

their education. With this one-of-a-kind

Pennsylvania Guard members may

certificate of eligibility for use within the

program, we will secure an educational

extend their current service obligation

guidelines of the program.

future for families; this is one way to

to reenlist for MFEP after completion of

A PA Guard member can change

show our appreciation to those who

their initial service obligation. In order

dependent(s) assigned to receive the

serve and sacrifice while giving them

to be eligible, a service member must be

MFEP benefit while serving as a PA

another good reason to re-enlist. A

in good standing/satisfactory participant

Guard member, as well as after separation

phenomenal benefit for families! Again,

in the PA Guard. The M-Day, Technician

within the guidelines of the program.

let Pennsylvania National Guard pay for

and AGR T-32/T-10 officers, warrant
officers and enlisted soldiers and airmen

How long are dependents eligible to
use MFEP?

Learn more

A spouse can use this assigned MFEP

For more information or questions about

benefit up to six years after the member’s

the MFEP or if interested in joining

separation from PA Guard. Children can

the PANG please see point of contacts

use the assigned MFEP benefit before

below:

reaching 26 years of age. If both parents

Air National Guard Recruiting Team

are eligible for MFEP. PANG members
are eligible to enroll in MFEP effective
1 July 2019. The MFEP grant will be
available for use by family members
beginning the 2020/2021 Academic Year.
Who

are

considered

eligible

dependents?

your family’s college education.

are PA Guard members that enrolled
in MFEP and they both assigned their

Philadelphia Area: 800-997-2264

Dependents who meet the criteria

benefits to the same dependent, that

IAW Defense Enrollment Eligibility

dependent’s MFEP benefit is not capped

Reporting System (DEERS).

at five years however, that dependent

Harrisburg/FTIG State College Area:

Can a PA Guard member enroll,

may receive 10 years of benefits.

800-532-0858

extend or reenlist for MFEP without

This education benefit is available to

having dependents at this time?

PANG members and existing service

Yes, the PA Guard member may earn the

members transferring into the PANG

Phone: 1-800-GO-GUARD

MFEP benefit for their future dependents.

who completed their initial military term

Website: https://paguard.com

If a PA Guard member completes both

in the PANG and commit to an additional

Pittsburgh/Johnstown Area: 877-249-5193

Army National Guard Recruiting
Team
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Fighting Adjutants
of the American Revolution
By H. Allen Skinner, SSI Command Historian

Introduction
In this period of renewed emphasis on large
scale combat operations (LSCO), history
can provide us some good examples of
how the Adjutant General Corps did
business in combat. So for this article,
we’ll first examine how the role of the
adjutant evolved in the Continental Army.
Beginnings of the Adjutant role
In the garrison environment of the British
army, the adjutant general functioned as a
combination of sergeant major and human
resource officer, handling disciplinary
matters, the preparation of muster rolls,
supervising drill, and clothing of the
soldiers. When the army was on campaign,
the commander would detail a staff adjutant
general to handle camp maintenance,
security and discipline, and the publishing
of orders. [1] Additionally, the staff
adjutant general aided the commander by
gathering intelligence, and assisting in the
forming of units for battle. Similar adjutant
general tasks were performed by brigade
and regimental majors, sometimes with the
assistance of captain and some soldiers. [2]
Establishment of the Continental Army
Adjutant General
When the Continental Army was formed in
1775, it was modeled on the British army,
but modified with indigenous American
practices. During the French and Indian
War, the Americans learned first-hand
the importance of discipline, training and
professional development of the soldiers,
all supported by an efficient administrative
structure. As a consequence, one of the first
staff appointments in the new Continental
Army was former British major Horatio
62

Gates, as Adjutant General on 17 June
1775. Such importance was attached to
the Adjutant General position that Gates’
commission (and compensation) were
equivalent to a Brigadier General of
the line. [3] Gates had great freedom in
adopting best practices in defining the role
of the adjutant general. Significantly, Gates
abandoned the British practice of separate
field and garrison roles, believing one
adjutant could handle both roles, if given
help with a deputy adjutant general, with
the rank of colonel, and assistant adjutants
general at lower echelons. [4] As defined
by General Gates, the Adjutant General
performed many functions associated with
a modern chief of staff and primary staff
officers: efficient headquarters operations;
intelligence gathering and analysis; the
regimental adjutant performed similar
duties for his commander, but with the
added task of generating strength returns.
In combat, the adjutant was posted
behind the regiment, where he supported
the commander in exercising mission
command. [5]
Baron von Steuben and the First
Doctrine for Adjutants
To most, Major General (Baron) von
Steuben is remembered as the father of the
Army’s Noncommissioned Officer (NCO)
corps, and writer of the Regulations for the
Order and Discipline of the Troops of the
United States, Part I, better known today as
the “Blue Book.” Besides standardizing the
tactics and mission command procedures
for the Continental Army, the Blue
Book also standardized the new Army’s
administrative processes. [6] The adjutants
were of special interest to von Steuben, as
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is evident in his Instructions for Adjutants:
The adjutant is to be chosen from among the
subalterns, the field officers taking care to
nominate one the most intelligent and best
acquainted with the service. [7] He must keep
an exact detail of the duty of the officers and
non-commissioned officers of his regiment,
taking care…as to not have too many…of
the same company on duty at the same time.
He must keep a book in which he must every
day take…orders, and forward them to the
commanding officer of the regiment, who
having added those he thinks necessary for
the regiment, the adjutant must assemble
the first sergeants of the companies, make
them the copy the orders, and give them their
details for the next day. He must attend the
parade at the turning out of all of the guards
and detachments, inspect their dress, arms,
accoutrements, and ammunition, form them
into platoons or sections, and conduct them
to the [parade field]. On a march he must
ride along the flanks of the regiment, to see
that regularity is observed, and must pay
attention to the sergeant in the rear, that
he brings up all the stragglers…He must
constantly be with the regiment, ready to
receive and execute any orders that may
come; nor must he go from his tent without
leaving an officer to do his duty or directions
where he may be found.

The Regulations also specified how
the adjutant would work closely with
the regimental major to ensure smooth
“interior management and economy of the
regiment.” [8]
Adjutant
Williams

General

Otho

Holland

The remainder of this article will look at
one particular Adjutant General, Colonel
Otho Holland Williams. Born in March
1749 near Baltimore, Williams was
employed as a country clerk when in 1775
when he was offered a commission in a

Baltimore militia rifle company. Despite
his lack of military experience, Lieutenant
Williams performed well and was quickly
promoted to lead the Maryland Rifle
Regiment. Major Williams’ unit fought
with distinction during the New York
campaign, until he was seriously wounded
and captured in November 1776. Williams
languishing in prison until January 1778,
when General Gates arranged Williams’
freedom by a prisoner exchange. [9]
Williams was soon returned to duty as the
Colonel of the 6th Maryland Continental
regiment, attached to the Northern Army.
Williams proved a bold and skillful
regimental commander. [10] On 24
June 1779, Williams was additionally
appointed as a Sub-Inspector under
General Frederich Baron Von Steuben. As
Sub-Inspector, Williams was responsible
for first training the Regulations to the
officers and NCOs of the 6th Maryland,
then to other Maryland regiments.
Williams performed well in this additional
duty, and in December 1779, General
George Washington appointed Williams
as acting Adjutant General for the Army.
In April 1780, William’s regiment was
attached to the division of Major General
Baron Johann De Kalb as it marched
to the Southern Department. De Kalb
needed a skilled adjutant, so Williams was
soon appointed Acting Deputy Adjutant
General, and appointment he would retain
for the rest of his time in the Southern
Army. [11]
The Battle of Camden
When General Horatio Gates assumed
command of the Southern Department
in late July 1780, he ordered an advance
towards the key British supply depot at
Camden, South Carolina. By early August,
the American army had camped near
Camden while Gates finished his attack
plans. Concerned over Gates’ unwarranted
optimism, Adjutant General Williams
ordered unit commanders to submit a
report of their men present and ready for
duty. Williams was stunned when the
returns showed only 3,000 men ready

for battle, far fewer than Gate’s planning
assumption of 7,000 men. Gates waved off
Williams’ concerns, and ordered Williams
to distribute the orders to march. [12]
During the nighttime march on 15-16
August 1780, skirmishers from both
armies unexpectedly clashed, well north of
Camden. Adjutant Williams interrogated
the prisoners and was stunned to learn
the Americans faced some 3000 tough
British infantry commanded by General
Earl Charles Cornwallis. After a hasty
council of colonels, Gates elected to fight,
placing De Kalb’s Continental division
on the right, and the militia division on
the left. At daybreak, Adjutant General
Williams was at his post near the artillery,
and ordered the opening shots of the battle
by Continental cannons and Virginia
skirmishers. Williams’ attempt to disrupt
the British deployment failed, and in short
order the American left flank crumbled in
panic at the sight of the British advance.
Adjutant General Williams saw the whole
episode and helped push the reserve 2d
Maryland Brigade to cover the exposed
left flank of the hard-pressed 1st Maryland
Brigade:
…Colonel Gunby, Major Anderson, and
a number of other brave officers, assisted
by the Deputy Adjutant General [Williams
refers to himself in the third person] ...rallied
the brigade, and renewed the contest. Again
they were obliged to give way-and were
again rallied-the second brigade sill warmly
engaged-the distance between the two
brigades did not exceed two hundred
yards… [13]

Despite the best efforts of the commanders
and staff officers, the outnumbered
American brigades were defeated in
detail, and the survivors scattered into
the nearby swamps. Cornwallis’ gloated
over the victory in his report, claiming
100 Americans dead and wounded, 800
prisoners, and the entire artillery park
and logistics trains as prizes of war. [14]
Despite being in danger from hostile
dragoons and militia, Adjutant General
Williams escaped to rejoin the battered

little army at Charlotte.
General Greene Takes Command
Williams and the remaining officers
amalgamated the surviving Continentals
into a sadly understrength DelawareMaryland division of perhaps 700 men,
Williams assumed command of the
division, while retaining his portfolio as
the Adjutant General. Williams was a
strict disciplinarian, holding daily drills
and inspections to restore the fighting trim
of his men. Meanwhile, Horatio Gates had
been quietly replaced by Major General
Nathanael Greene in December 1780. [15]
A middling tactician, Greene possessed
a keen strategic intellect and the ability
to accomplish much with few resources.
In short order, Greene had reorganized
his army, sending the light infantry and
dragoons under Brigadier General Daniel
Morgan to the west, while Greene and
the main army, accompanied by Adjutant
General Williams, marched into eastern
South Carolina. Greene’s unorthodox
move confounded Cornwallis, who split
his own heavy and light forces as a result.
In short order, the light forces clashed at
the battle of The Cowpens on 17 January
1781, producing a badly needed victory
for the American cause. Afterwards, the
American army conducted a strategic
delaying move towards Virginia, avoiding
battle while stretching British lines of
communication to their limit. Morgan
left the army on account of poor health,
and Colonel Williams took command
of the corps of light troops-Continental
light infantry, dragoons and Virginia
riflemen. [16] As it delayed towards
Virginia, Williams’ corps maneuvered to
distract Cornwallis attention away from
the vulnerable Continental logistics trains
as they lumbered to safety. Williams
overcame the effects of bad winter
weather, food shortages, and constant
British probes, and successfully screened
the withdrawal of the entire army into
sanctuary in Virginia. [17]
Williams continued to lead the light corps
until shortly after an embarrassing near1775 | Fall 2020
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disaster at Whitesell’s Mill on 6 March
1781, where he let his guard down and
was nearly defeated by a British raid. [18]
Despite the missteps, Greene retained his
confidence in Williams, who was soon
given command of the newly formed
Maryland Brigade of the veteran 1st and
green 2d Maryland Regiments. Colonel
Williams led the brigade with distinction
at the Battle of Guilford Courthouse,
fighting against some of Cornwallis’ best
regiments. An attack by a battalion of
the elite Guards on the third American
line shattered the 2d Maryland. After
unsuccessfully trying to rally the unit,
Williams personally led the 1st Maryland
into a bayonet attack that smashed the
Guards, buying time for the rest of the
American army to withdraw in good order.
[19] Williams conduct before and during
the battle was noteworthy enough to merit
a mention in Greene’s letter describing the
battle: Col Williams who acts as Adjutant
General was very active and to this officer
I am greatly indebted for his assistance.”
[20]
Afterwards
Guilford Courthouse proved a pyrrhic
victory for Cornwallis, and he abandoned
the isolated British bases in the Carolinas
in favor of a move into Virginia-leaving
Greene free to reconquer the South.
During the subsequent campaign, Colonel
Williams served with distinction in his
dual commander and Adjutant General
roles. The battle of Eutaw Springs in
September 1781 was the culmination of
his combat career, when Williams led a
final bayonet charge that broke a surprise
British attack. In January 1782, Williams
took a leave of absence after he was
superseded in command by Brigadier
General Mordecai Gist. On the way,
Williams delivered letters from Greene to
the Continental Congress in Philadelphia.
Unbeknownst to Williams, one of the
messages was a request to promote
Williams. On 9 May 1782, Congress
promoted Williams to Brigadier General,
one of the very few during the war that
was based on merit instead of seniority.
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Williams returned to Annapolis, where
he remained on limited duty due to ill
health until his retirement in January 1783.
Williams was appointed as the Federal
Collector for the Port of Baltimore, and in
later years served a judgeship, and a term
in the House of Representatives. Williams
used his adjutant skills one more time as
one of the key organizers of the Society
of the Cincinnati, the fraternal order of
former Continental officers. Brigadier
General Otho Holland Williams died in
1794, his life cut short by the tuberculosis
he contracted while a prisoner of war. [21]
During his military career, General Otho
Holland Williams proved equally adept
at exercising disciplined initiative as a
commander, and senior staff officer – thus
making him a superb role model for 21st
century Adjutant General Officer preparing
for large scale combat operations. It is
fitting to let General Nathanael Greene
have the last word on Williams’ legacy:
Beginning his military career with no
advantages of military training, his rare
intelligence led him directly to the true
sources, and gave him a clear perception of
the fundamental principles of the [military]
science. His counsel was [that] of a clear,
deep and perspicuous mind. His conduct in
the field was ardor, tempered with judgment
and self-possession; his bearing in camp
the system which gives vigor to discipline,
and insures the punctual fulfillment of every
duty. Greene, who had known him in the
north, took him at once into his counsels,
andcommunicated his thoughts and designs
with a freedom and confidence which he
seems to have felt with no other but Henry
Lee. [22]
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SECTION VI
Army Music
Army Band COVID-19 Risk Mitigation for Large Groups
By CW2 Jonathan L. Crane and SGM Denver D. Dill

Purpose
To describe the deliberate decision-making
process undertaken by the West Point Band
in providing live music support to the United
States Military Academy’s 2020 Graduation
Ceremony during elevated risk of airborne
viral transmission (specifically the Novel
Coronavirus pandemic of 2020). This article
reflects the direction the West Point Band
followed for any large gathering of musicians
seeking to reduce risk of viral spread while
maintaining practical needs of ensemble
performance. This article is only an example
of how the West Point Band mitigated the
unusual situation of COVID-19, and is in not

the final word on how

West Point Band to develop a risk mitigation

bands can and should

plan to support the ceremony with live music.

safely operate during

Dual hatted as the West Point Music

the pandemic.

Research

Background

Lieutenant Colonel Tod Addison directed

In March of 2020, the

the WPMRC to capture and document the

United States began

body of research and methodologies utilized

to

Center

(WPMRC),

Director,

see

exponential

in preparation for a return to rehearsals

increases

coronavirus

and

performance.

The

Superintendent

(COVID-19) cases, a

of the United States Military Academy,

large portion of which

Lieutenant General Darryl Williams is a

were concentrated in

leader whose previous assignment had him

the greater New York City area. 50 miles

managing the Ebola pandemic in Africa.

north of the City, the United States Military

This experience along with the robust staff

Academy at West Point recognized the need

and faculty expertise helped West Point to

for swift action to protect the health of

provide a unique protective posture while

its cadets, staff, faculty, and families. The

also planning for the ongoing needs of the

United States Corps of Cadets were told to

Army to train, educate, and inspire current

stay home after being on leave status for

and future Corps of Cadets. The knowledge

the annual spring break. Simultaneously,

gained from working on these cross

the Academy stood up cross-organizational

organizational teams along with preliminary

teams to ensure training could continue.

research studies contributed to the guidelines

Through careful and deliberate medical

contained herein.

analysis, it was determined that a graduation

West Point was already utilizing Microsoft

ceremony could likely be held responsibly on

Teams, so it was positioned for remote

June 13th, 2020. The graduation required the

teaching and collaboration from the onset
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of COVID-19. This proved invaluable as

al.[6] used laser light scattering to visualize

shared-space time, and proper sanitary

the various departments and experts were

tiny saliva droplets expelled during speech.

practices.

tasked to help define, understand, and predict

The research did not measure droplets with

Application

next steps for decision-makers. The West

viable SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) virus. But

Point Center for Data Analysis and Statistics

if one assumes the droplets contain 7 million

started using international, national, and

virus particles per milliliter, a minute of loud

local data to conduct interactive predictive

speech could generate more than 1,000 virus-

analysis on infection rates.

containing droplets that could hang in the

Dr. Erin Bromage [1] lays out the formula

air for eight minutes or more. Concluding-

as Infection = Exposure to Virus x Time. In

“There is a substantial probability that normal

1. Increase in airspace and time. Outdoor

order to reduce risk of infection, we must

speaking causes airborne virus transmission

rehearsals and performances are best

limit any possible exposure through distance

in confined environments.”

because they allow for rapid air exchange.

and time. It is highly unlikely to become

There is agreement between all the research

infected when there is a large indoor space

collected, that wind instrument playing

and a reduction in time where a group of

seems to present about the same risk as

people are sharing the space. Some evidence

normal breathing and talking. The same

suggests that talking could be a significant

risk mitigation measures should be applied

in the air. Reduction in training time and

mode of viral transmission. Stadnytskyi et

such as reducing personnel density, reducing

scheduling longer breaks will allow any
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After gathering the latest information in a
rapidly changing environment. Army Bands
can rehearse and perform live music during
a viral outbreak, if several measures are put
into place.

When outdoor training is not possible, the
largest space in terms of volume should be
used to allow for maximum air dispersion.
Additionally, time is a factor as it is not
fully known how long a virus might stay

possible contaminated air to dissipate.

Future Recommendations
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The Centers for Disease Control (CDC)

spread risk as talking and breathing normally.
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any gatherings of people. [3] This puts

the Mechanical Engineering Department,

most droplet transmission out of range.

University of Colorado. This will add further

Although not fully understood, it is unlikely

rigor to any possible differences in aerosol

that wind instruments expand the reach of

transmission between wind instruments

contaminated droplets beyond the individual.

and normal breathing. A phased approach

Any droplets coming from normal playing,

to return to traditional ensemble rehearsal

must be captured while indoors and disposed

and performance is recommended. Begin

of properly. Normal cleaning and sanitation

by removing one mitigation measure as

procedures for instruments will ensure a

conditions change and expert guidance from

healthy environment.

public health officials is updated.
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3. Use barriers between players. Plexiglas
shielding normally used for acoustical
purposes, can be used between musicians
to further reduce the possibility of droplet
transmission. High touch surfaces, such as
music stands, must be disinfected following
CDC protocols and every effort should be
made to reduce touching surfaces which
separate players. Sound from each player
is individually captured and mixed by the
audio engineer, with both in-ear and speaker
monitoring.
4. Audiences. For performances, audiences
should be minimized and separated by at
least six feet. Outdoor spaces generally allow
for this type of spacing, however the total
number of people is often out of the control
of the Band. Other options include - free
tickets to limit audience size, broadcasting
live sound over local/streaming radio, ‘drivein’ concerts [7] (the audience stays in their
vehicles).
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WE NEED YOU…
TO SUBMIT 1775 ARTICLES!
Part of the AGCRA’s success is our ability as an Association to tell
the Army HR Community’s story. From disparate locations around
the globe, we have AG Soldiers and Army HR Civilians enabling
Commanders and directly supporting the Army’s most precious
commodity – Soldiers and their Families. So as a Corps, we have a
story to tell! Especially in light of the fact that the AG Corps has been
selflessly serving the Army and our nation since 1775.
The 1775 Editor works with the Chief of the AG Corps, Chief WO of
the Corps, the Corps CSM, and the AGCRA President to establish a
theme for each 1775 magazine we publish. Then we solicit the AG
Corps’ support through the Army G-1, HRC, ARNG, USAR, G-1s
/ S-1s, and AG Officers, WO, NCOs, Soldiers & HR Civilians to
submit articles to support each 1775 theme. However, recently we have had a continuing challenge
of receiving sufficient articles in a timely fashion to produce a 1775 edition. This has adversely
impacted the number of 1775 magazines we can produce in a given year.
So we need your help! We request you do one of two things: 1) Consider sponsoring the themed
portion of 1775 for an upcoming magazine edition. We need a minimum of three to four articles
to support an Army HR theme within 1775. Army HR themes in the past have included G-1 /
S-1 Operations, AGCRA - Telling our Association Story, Army G-1 Operations, The AG School,
Remastering HR Fundamentals, and U.S. Army Recruiting. Or, 2) Write and submit an article on any
Army HR topic of your choice. Tell us about the HR support you provide to your unit, or your recent
experience with an Army HR core competency, or tell us how you’re preparing for IPPS-A fielding.
These articles will be placed in our “Around the Corps” section of the magazine.
Writing a 1775 article is not that difficult. 1775 article specs follow: Length: Two pages, no more
than five, single spaced; Font: Arial, Font Size 12; Photos: please provide in “separate” JPEG format
with caption; and Slides: please provide in “separate” PowerPoint format. Themed articles will
have a suspense date. Otherwise, submit your article anytime! Submit
Articles to: magazine@agcra.com.
As Army HR professionals we remain extremely busy providing HR
support on a daily basis. But we’re also in the business of writing.
So when you’re writing the SOP for your unit’s awards program, or
developing an unclassified HR support plan that can be shared, or just
want to tell your Army HR story – consider writing an article and sharing
it in 1775. And AG Retirees – we need your help as well! Help us link
this generation with Army HR history and lessons learned for when you
walked the ground as an AG Soldier or Army HR Civilian. Thanks in
advance for your support!
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